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OPTIC

THE- LAS TEGAS DAILY
-

LAS VEGAS,

VOL. XXIV.

THE PONTIFF'S CONDITION
His Holiness Slowly Approaching

Dissolution,

NEW MEXICO,

convention.
Large audiences attended these early meetings and thousands of Endeavorers pledged themselves anew to carry on the work
which the organization has undertaken.
Rev. Dr. Tenuis S. Hamlin of Washington, presided in Tent Endeavor.
I'nder the general head of "Our Home
Problems," a numbifr of short ad
dresses were delivered.

Alarming State of Kidneys.

COULD SYSTEM

;

JULY-

MONDAY,

NO. 211.

13, 190.1.

tentlon and many inquiries from medical men were received b'y the atMr.
Patterson,
tending physicians.
at the request of the local, doctors, exhibited his manner of eating before
the territorial board at its recent session here. The greatest interest was

BIRTHDAY

BULGARIA'S

created.
Important Statement Made by The malignnut growth in the gullet
continued to spread in spite of all efGeorge Gould in Pittsburg,
forts, until it impinged on the calibre Unvailing
Philadelphia
of the wind pipe. About twelve days

of Splendid National Monument to
Celebrate Battle of Plevna

ago, the gentleman stopped work, be
The Amalgamated Movement.
Colo.,
ing great Iv oppressed for breath. He
DENVER,
July 13. The
was told that if medical treatment
movement inaugurated at the Chris
PLANNED failed to relieve, he must submit to
IBIG
tian Endeavor convention looking toanother operation as a dernier ressort
ward the amalgamation of the ChrisSAVIOR OF BULGARIA
For the timo the remedies applied DEDICATED TO
Endeavor society, Ep worth league
tian
THURSDAY
NEXT
DIE
HE WILL
HE
but
the
to
trouble,
seemed
and Baptist Young People's union apassuage
One OraiMl System from ICll'aso
while at work Wednesday night, the
pears to meet with universal favor
anil Offdeii to Halt iinore. LatA
oppressed.
petition will
among the delegates.
patient again became
ter City to Ihj Sea Port
be circulated during the coming year
Breathing became more and more difficult. Sunday morning., with slight
to induce ecclesiastical authorities to
Autonomy Resulting from Interference of European Powers with
He saw a Vision of Shadowy Form Near His Bed permit
ai'flllatlon.
of affording even temporary re
and
encourage
Believes
hope
Pope
Designs of Kussia.
President Francis E. Clark made the NEW YORK TO BE CUT flUT lief, the doctors at the patient's re
Doctors Explain Phenomenon as Mental Confusion
statement today In reply to the statequest, performed an operation on the
larnyx. They found as they feared
ment mad? py Dr. Berry of the
that tlio growth had assumed such
league to the effect that the.
PITTSBURG, Pa., July 13. George proportions that human skill was of
union of the different young people's
SOFIA July 13. Today Bulgaria (than usual note. The annual report
in societies was impossible," He argued Gould, who, with a party of Wabash no avail. Tha air passage could not
wa3
of Secretary H C. Barker show, that
part
summer
taking
resident,
The
m.
a.
9:50
13,
ROME, July
soci- - and Missouri Pacific
officials spent be cleared and the physicians were celebrated the anniversary of her birth
The program that in the Christian Endeavor
the association has made a larger gain
.
,
,
,
,
doctors issued the following bulletin: the general festivities.
suffo
" in
were already united twenty-sevemuch time in inspecting the Wabash compelled to see their patient
ag a nation uy me uuvumiub, t
re- of the day comprised a variety of ath ety
membership during the past twelve
the
pontiff
to
midnight
"Up
and extension to this city, in an interview, cate because no air could bo got to battlefield of Plevna, ot the splendid
denominations in this country
swimming
mouths
than during any similar period
including
letic
sports,
expermained tranquil, but afterwards
I
.
tho lungs.
national mausoleum recently complet- in the history.
said:
on the water others could be joined.
ienced agitation at intervals. A phys- matches and boat races
I
o
This morning the doctors of the city ed. The structure, the foundation stone
"it is our purpose to weld the WaFREIGHT HANDLERS STRIKE.
ical examination of the thorax shows and bicycling, baseball and running
into one grand system be- - held an autopsy. The general belief of which waa laid some time ago,
Return to Work.
roads
bash
land.
on
no change since the day before yes- races
Alex-anNEW YORK, July 13. Some twenty f0re i01)g that will reach from Ogden, was that the growth was malignant Btanda upon the spot where Czar
Workmen
Sympathy for Discharged
Tomorrow will be the big day of
terday. The action of the kidneys
could not have been checked ma- - Under II narrowly escaped capture by
thousand skilled mechanics in the Utah, and El Paso at the Mexican
Tie
Cauae
to
Be
Up
the
Said
visitwhen
conhowever,
the celebration,
continues slight and the general
at Western Terminal Station. ..
building trades returned to work to- border, thence to Kansas City, St. terlally. Physicians say that only one the Turks.
dition of his holiness is somewhat de- ors are expected by the score from all
of the Em- - Louis and Baltimore. Wo intend to case on record can be at all consider-The Beige of Plevna was one of tho
A big mili- day under modified plans
pressed. The pulse is 82," respiration the surrounding country.
number make the latter city our sea port on ed a parallel to this one, and when m0s memorable In history, Soon after
The
association.
ployers'
feaCHICAGO, 111., July 13. All the
will
be
the
32 and temperature 36 centigrade.
tary and naval parade
will be increased to 50,000 by Wednes- - the Atlantic. It is a magnificent one, this has been recorded in the medical nle severe battle at Shlpka Pass, fol- freight handlers employed by the Chi
the
afternoon
In
Mazzoni."
the
of
morning.
ture
Lapponi,
"(Signed)
unions with that
membership but has been neglected. We propose works it will doubtless remain for a lowing the outbreak of the Tureo-Rus- cago Terminal Transfer company At
there will be oratorical exercises with day,
The Pope's Viion.
remarkable
most
terms of t0 develop it and make it a great port. Iong time as the
1877 Osnian Pasha, the its Western avenuo depot struck to
to
the
voted
0f
8iaa
accept
wftr
having
LieuROME, July 13, 12:15 p. m. Some Senator Henry Cabot Lodge and
the employers, one of the effects of ye do not intend to go to Now York, precedent In tho materia medica.
Turkish commander, with 56,000 nion, day because of the discharge Saturday
uneasiness was occasioned this morn-- tenant Governor Curtis Guild as the which is to do away with walking del- funeral will Jake placo at lhe;wft8
The
eclat in a trunk line
more
the third time assaulted by ot twenty-onis
men who refused to
There
ing owing to the pope being attacked principal speakers.
tomor-jtha
to
it
Tilden
but
all
1013,
and
street,
of
Russian'
at .Plevna. On Septem-ro- handlo freight from the Kellogg
refer
residence,
course,
disputes
into
the
metropolis
egates
to
believed
dizziness
by a feeling of
afternoon at 2:30. The bereaved jh0r 6, and for throe days following, Switch Board and Signal company.
joint board of arbitration. With the s too expensive as a freight export- BOODLER ON TRIAL.
be the result of cerebral weakness.
mechanics a large number of labor- - ng terminal. Baltimore is the best wife and fatherless children will leave the 250 guns of the Russian batteries Pickets turned away every teamster
His holiness was reviewed by adminers returned to work and operations port on the Atlantic for exporting of in a day or two for New York City, poured a terrific fire upon the
who nought to deliver 'goods at tho
Dizziness Former Member of Missouri House of
stimulants.
istration of
men. 8UCn commodities as will make up our
will make their future doubta commanding the town. Then depots. The teamsters made no ob
resumed
material
were
supply
they
by
from which the pope suffered was a
Delegates in Court Second Time.
which followed an assault which, proved to lection and appeared to bo In sympatonnage coal, grain and packing home. For them that sympathy
TRIAL OF BANDITS.
I
kind of mental confusion, during
than any other quality makes lje om 0 (he bloodiest struggles of thy with the strikers.
Business a
more
house
products."
ST. LOUIS, July 13 Julius
which, he semed to lose consciousness
Russians
60,000
o
the
whole world kin, will go out
Of
the
la
the
station
tno
temporarily at a standceulury.
former member of the house of UNION BANK ROBBERS, RUDOLPH
of his surroundings while he believed
!
'
redoubts, 18,000 were still.
EXPLOSION.
the
who
POWDER
charged
tobe saw a vision. He explained after- delegates, went to his second trial
Southern Miner.
0
.?'
AND COLLINS, TO BEGIN IN
pinier killed or wounded, Tha Turks
wards that be thought he saw an un day on a charge of perjury in con' Maher Better.
Killed and Several Injured In
PITTSBURG. Kans., July 13 The ftlgo BU(t0rcd dreadfully.
Three
COUNTY.
UNION
about the nection with the city lighting boodle
defined shadow moving
Blow Up of Lafiln Mills.
deliberations of the convention of the; A jt wa8 fOUnd that the position
LONDON, July 13 Danny Maher,
room and slowly approaching his bed, deal in which $47,500 is alleged to
Southwestern miners which opened neld by tne Turks was Impregnable, the American jockey who was injured
in
Kill
Ends
Which
Crime
mem
Desperate
whereupon the pontiff became agitat- have been divided among the
Wllkesbarre, Pa., July 13. An ex heer today will be followed with mucn General Gurko, the Russian command In an automobile accident Friday,
ed and called for his valet saying, bers of the house combine. Lepmann
ing Deputy Sheriff and Escape of plosion occurred at 1:30 p. m. today attention, owing to the general expec- - w
decwe(j m the selge. The work of passed a quiet day and the doctor are
Criminals. Clever Capture of Fu at the Laflin powder mills, near Mqw
"Pio; who ia it? who is it?" Dr. Lap- was convicted on the first trial and
the miners will make a de- - treatment was intrusted to General hopeful of his recovery. Tho condithat
tatlon
gitives.
poni and the centra rushed to the pa- sentenced to the penitentiary, but the
ic, twelve miles from here. Three mand for a general advance In wage Todlebon, who, py the beginning of tion ot hla chauffeur, however, re-averat
tient's bed and soon succeeded in siinreme court, reversed the verdict
were killed, and it
,m
.m
aatikMiJUaag.atlflVjii ,,nia.
and remanded the case on a tech- - J . trxiON, Mo., July 13. The term ot
'"Hijurenr1" iiwr
ifloncomprlses deTegatesfroin RUB8tan lines. Soon afterward Osman CKraphed inquiring about Manors con.
l.anqullizlng nlm.
mr"iiiuiw;
c
. Kidneys Wore.
,
nicallty. ' Judge Ryan is hearing the we circuit court, which opened hereforce 0f the explosion interfered with Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma. The pftBna attempted to cut tnrougn me uy0Bi
'
and paro-today, will likely be made notable by I telephonic communications
12:50 p. ni There developed dur case. ;
mine operators who recently organised investing lines, but was driven uacni
I tic
Union
o
bank
careful
to
robbers,
obtain.
of
the
trial
of
difficult
result
are
the
ulars
the
morjjwjoao'a
ing
the name of tne soutn western lnto the town.
y ucgrees
uhder
DICA
George Collins and William Rudolph,
medical examination that the condi-"tioObnNUnL Ml tU rrtOVt
Nearing the Close.
Interstate Ouerators' association have. Wl,rfl reduced to almost starvation and
a
as
13. The
"of the pope's kidneys is worse
great
great the latter of whom created
DENVER, July
representatives here In an endeavor to i obliged to capitulate,
REMARKABLE CASE.
is sensation last week by his daring
the component parts of the urine are Christian Endeavor convention
about an amicable adjustment
what followed Is a matter of history. pAM C)TY GETTING FASHION
bring
to a close, but this fact did cape from the St, Louis jail, .while the
not normal . The diminution of cer
of the differences between the miners jugt as the Russians had mane ciear
ABLE BY HAVING GOVERN- tain elements leads the doctors to be not in the least abate the enthusiasm two were confined awaiting trial. Not
to Constantinople the Euro
mine owners.
and
the
way
MENT INVESTIGATION.
lieve that his system is gradually ap with which the delegates anticipated In since the extermination of the Coffee-- 1 DEATH OF G. W. PATTERSON,
powers Interposed and forced a
pean
I
ALL
WHO FOR MONTHS TOOK
today's proceedings of the greatest ville gang which flourished several
proaching a state of dissolution.
In Connection
Man Emnlavee Alliance.
By the terms of the treaty Gr0M irregularities
peace.
FOOD INTO HIS STOMACH
Traces of albumen were found, indi gathering of the Christian young peo-- years ago has this section of the coun-- 1
Borlln on July 13, 1887, Bui- In
The
13.
of Imported Lead Ores
with
Assay
Ohio,
COLUMBUS,
July
signed
crimnot
more
A
TUBE.
two
the
BY MEANS OF
Die that has ever been held. Mostof
desperate
autonotry produced
cating, although the kidneys are
oovernment Storekeeper Fulkerson
National Alliance of Theatrical 8tage'garla was constituted as an
performing their functions properly, delegates will devote the rest of the inals than Rudolph and Collins, neither
and it was in ceie- annual
mous
s , A t Hava Resinned,
eleventh
principality,
hetran
its
rcmniov.
I
twenty-onSelmore
and
In
Medical
in
than
is
themselves
Denver
whom
not
Precedent
of
organic- week to sight seeing
that they are
Scarcely a
tne
event
that
with
this
of
greni
bratlon
convention ln Columbus today
I
ence World Wide Attention
years old.
vicinity.
ally diseased.
WASHINGTON, D. C, July 13. The
Presldont C. H. Bonn of St. Paul pres-- mausoleum, dedicated to Czar Aiexanwas the central
Attracted.
On December 27 last, the two young
Consecration"
A Prophecy.
as
tne
of
General
the
savior
Bulgaria,
of
II.
lreaBUrT deoartment today confirmed
Tho annual report
der
uine
creditthoueht in the score or more of pray- men rode Into Union, terrorized everyROME, July 13. The pope is
prn
Irregularities that
loo M Hart of rhlcaco ' RiilirArlana term him was unveiled to- - ,h
ed with having said, "If I am destined er meetings that began at :30, and one in the town, entered the bank and I Many In the city will hear with araiary, the
Fcrdln- ha?e been
Prince
of
j
In
tho
ben
presence
in connection with
has
unusually
shows
that
year
charged
day
the
W.
O.
sorrow
I
shall
that
of
and
I
Patterson,'
$110,000
in
feel
the
stole $14,000
was in fact the principal subject
to die from this illness
currency
ami uva ftn aggay ot imported load ores at El
I
Union free from strikes and other troubles and and the chief military
I
expire Thursday, feast day of the dav. Tent Endeavor was crowded at Mn aecurlelts. They fled to Rudolph's I night operator at the Western
al- - dlenltarlos ot the principality.
and
tbe
that
omnloves
Btnim
PUU, Tex. The department wae ask-th
fnr
after a brave
hv denutv tclcgraoh company,
n.noiinc nni tha vast Budtences hnms nn,i uhin
Carmelite Madonna, whom I specially
in- In
of
view
exciting
a
general
With
has made a gratifying gain
by tho Sector there to appoint
listened attentively- to interesting ad- - i sheriffs escaped after killing- one of the struggle for me nas succumoen. mr, liance
worship."
were oi- - a commisslon with Oovernment Wore
monument,
prlr.es
In
now
the
terest
throughextending
membership,
Patterson died yesterday arternoon at
.
dresses from a number of eminent posse.
Fulkerson a chairman to In- the entire country, Boston, Cin- ferod to tho archltcAls of the country
No Change Since Morniqg.
ln Rudolph's home the officials 5 o'clock of suffocation caused by it out
was
speakers. The regular noon evangelisM.
other The design of
Koltscnen;
several
and
the charge. This tbe d
Milwaukee
veatlgate
on
The
cinnati,
m.-ROME, July 13., 1:45 p.
en- tic service attracted thousands of hound a acrap of paper on which waal malignant growth wnicn impingea
artraent aecnned to do, and Instead
are bidders for the next year's Judged the best, and he was also
cities
I the trachea
off
tao
air.
to
allowed
been
JIartford."
not
up
get
in
Collins,
shutting
has
the
Joined
scrawled
praying
"George
pope
workers, who
I directed
trusted with Its erection.
convention of the organisation,
Special AgenU Evans ot Kl
The eaSe Is one of the most remark
today. No change is apparent in his with a seriousness that seemed to In- - I The oolice of Hartford, Conn., were no-- 1
I
.
a
o
o
and
Johnson of New Orleans to
pago
condition since morning.
dlcate regret that the last day of the tified and they found that Collins step-- 1 able in the whole history or menieai
I make
MURDERER.
an
GIRL
Investigation and Instruct
nere
a
came
I science.
nnm
v
wan
uitinao
La
Mr.
mma
Patterson
Plant..
at
nnor,tinn
PASSING OF J. J. FREY.
turn over to tbe special
to
Fulkerson
accom
N. Y.,
Getting Worse.
Apart from the business aspect hived there with his two sons. The year ago from Brooklyn,
Jordlne Charged with Having agents any facta In hla possession
Maud
chlimen
m.
7
and
twin
wife
his
13.
The
March
on
1,
was
p.
and
the
panled
by
ROME, July
watched,
which has surrounded
gathering, house
Killed Her Infant Sister.
(bearing upon the subject, Fulkerson
?re FORMER GENERAL MANAGER OF
there has been a social side to the two men who left it were followed tola boy and a girl. His lungs
pope's condition Is becoming
refused to do this on tha. ground that
THE SANTA FE DIED AT
to arrangements made for wAfik'a doliics which was more notice- resort. This place waa surrounded, I somewhat affected, but the disease be-BLOOMINGTON, III.. July 13. The
wou,d not treat his evl- and
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and
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are shown by threads of golden leaf
running through the dark brown.
Attached to the top of the globe.
and sailing in a golden sea of leaf tobacco, will be a graceful ship, with its
hull of dark brown tobacco nestling In
the yellow bed, and the sails and
ropes of other shades. This ship rep- reesnts the return t England of Sir
Walter Raleigh with the first cargo
of tobacco from the new world.
Surrounding the pagoda are four
lan?e exhllbt spaces. la one of these
all the machinery used tu the manufacture of plug tobacco is to be shown,

IK

v..

WATERMELONS
,11 ST IX

2Jc per Pound.
GRAAF & HAYWARD,
GROCERS,
BUTCHERS and BAKERS.

UNIVERSAL TOBACCO

The Tobacco Industry

EXHIBIT.

In All

Its Pha

ses Form a Unique and Important World' Fair Display

ESTABLISHED IS76.

THE-

First national Bank,
OF LAS VEGAS,
--

some of Is machinery will be in operation, and the finished product is to be
made In full view of the visitor from
the leaf tobacco taken from warehous
es elsewhere in the groat exhibit. .Diagonally across the pagoda space is to A
be another machinery exhibit, and here
is to be manufactured the granular and
plug-cu- t
smoking tobaccos, fine cuts
and snuffs. Two spaces are given over to the manufacture of cigarettes,
both by hand and machinery.
Kntering the great paralollograra by
the main aisle from the east, the visit
or will find large exhibit, gpaces on
cither side devoted to the display of
machinery, tools and appliances used
1n the cultivation of tobacco.
The next section will be ono of ab

N. M.

.
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Bridge
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ED,
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ISSUE

Bookseller.

AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Crockett Block

Away With The Dark Room!

Sash, Doors, Builders Hardware

You can develope your

Walt Paper,

films with a

Developing
Machine.

Phil H. Doll,
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S Jeweler

two-fol-
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Half Sick

Chaffin & Duncan,
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vntn nay ana might.
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FURNISHED.

PHONE
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.Cuisine and Service
best to be had
Sole Agents for Grwn Rl ver.Old Crow,
Edgewood arid hhurwuod Uyo
Whiskies.
Kansas City Steaks,
Fish and Oy sters in Season

-
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Cold Bottles Fernery Sec.
Mumm's Extra Dry.
Cor. RallrOad Avenue and Center Street

ijk

Bread and Pastries
WM. BAMMOH.

Phonmll

-

CO., Props,
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COAL AND WOOD.
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national Aw.
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PORTlvAND,MB.
(Incorporated
1848.)

The only insurance company operating: under a state law oi
ure, providing for extended insurance in case of lapse after three years. Has
given better results In settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and
dispatch. Write
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every policy contains the mos
liberal terms and best advantages.
non-forfe-

Tlic

las Vegas

Telep&one Co.

LINCOLN AVENUE.
Elwtrlc Door Bells, Annunciators,
Bunrlar A i arms, and Private Telephone at Reasonable Rates.
EXCHANGE RATES V.
Orrrca KM nor Annum.
KetURKNCE: IIS Der Annum
.
SCO AS. H.

r

G. H. ADAMS, Manager,

New Mexico Arizona and Northwest Texas,
PHOENIX, ARIZONA

E.osenwald&Son,
"PLAZA

Our

Clearing Sale

Semi-Annu- al

was a big success.
Wc gave the public
exactly what we promised, did what we
said we would, and thank you for the
very liberal patronage given us.

oroun
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Tmr Stable

Elaiertte Roofing, Tar, Felt,
Building Papers.

ESTIMATES

Las Vegas

Sixih Street, Between Grand and R. R. Avenuei

Sherwin-William- s'

Paint, Varnishes, Enamels,

Kodak
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SEE OUR LIST IM THE "WAMT" COLUMM

nt

HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier

WML

out-Id-

proper! lua tor sate and torrent.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
A. B, SMITH,
Vice-Preside-

First Delivery
at 9 o'clock a. m.

Street.

Real Estate altar
investmentandCo.
and
and
carefully
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MOORE

CROCKETT BUILDING. SIXTH STREET- -

sorbing interest Four large plots are
given over to the actual cultivation of
tobacco. Soil adapted to the various
tobaccos has been spread and real
fields of real tobacco will be seen
growing. In one section is to be
shown the "hurley" types, th kind
grown in Kentucky, which produces
more than 314,000,000 pounds of leaf
tobacco annually. This is the dark
brown leaf that is so extensively uocd
in the body of plug shewing tobaccos.
Another plot will form a field for the
growing of tho bright types of tobaccos, the kind produced with great success mainly in Virginia' and tho Carolines. Here tho leaf shades down and
produces tobacco ranging in color from
yellow to gold and from orange to
A.T. &S.F, WATCH INSPECTOR.
lemon. Another plot will grow nothing
but Sumatra tobacco, used exclusively
for wrappers for cigars. The color of
TERRITORIAL FAIR.
After the warehouses and tho seedSumatra embraces many shades of ing beds are observed the visitor may
brown and so thin do tho leaves grow enter the pagoda. In tho center will .Fine Collection of New Mexico Minerals to Be Sent to St. Louis.
that It often requires as many as 250 be built a pryamld with an octagonal
of them to weigh a pound. Tho final base. This is to be composed entirely
F, A, Jones of Albuquerque, memplot is to bo given over to Havana to of the outputs of the tobacco factory,
bacco from which the fillers are made arranged in an artistic manner. In ber of the New Mexico World's Fair
for the best cigars on the market. The side tbe walls of the pagoda, In glass commission and in charge of the minyoung plants will be transplanted from cases will bo arranged further exhibits eral exhibit to be made by this terCuba and will be so handled that they of the finished product. Pyramids ritory has just sent out to the minwill retain ail of their native charac showing the relative amount of tobac- ing men of New Mexico a circular letteristics.
co produced annually will alBO be ter in which he calls attention to the
In the central space created by shown In this tobacco pagoda, Mir- necessity for immediato action in getthese four growing fields of tobacco rors will bo so ingeniously placed In ting together tho great collection
will be erected a curing barn. This the walls as to create the Illusion that which New Mexico should place In St.
barn, like all the other structures with tbe pagoda is many times as large as Louis, The object of immediate actio
on the part of mining pien he points
in the universal tobacco exhibit, will it
actually Is.
Is
All specimens are to
out,
be constructed, or will appear to .be
the
Tho
of
exiblt
final section
great
mmm. I. my
uraraa ... iu, JLuaueruue which
,M ,mmi space is to oe occupied irin
of visitors thousands of cigarettes cavations will be made In the ground makers. On tbe
has been designated as the receiving
right the Havana citill other factories where granular beneath the barn and furnaces install
and it is desired that the greatr
will hold forth. There will point
makers
gar
and ping-cu- t
of the collection be in tbe hands
tobaccos, fine cuts and ed. Fires will burn in them and the be
part
of
and
will
them
make
they
many
snuffs are made. In the same exhibit heat in ail parts of the barn will be
commission by the first of Sep
their wares by hand with that deft- of the
so that It can be arranged for
will alo be two distinct clear facto regulated. This Is a most Important ness
that has made the Havana cigar teraber
ries. One is to be given over to
annual
part of the tobacco production. While famous wherever civilization has full display at tbe twenty-thirforce of Cubans who will make strict- the hurley types, or Kentucky tobac
territorial fair which is to be held In
touched. In order to make the exhibly Havana cigars from strictly Havana cos, are cured in the open air, tho val it realistic the Cubans will wear their Albuquerque, October 12 to 17 inclu
sive. The world's fair commission
tobacco, while across the aisle will ue of the bright types grown In Virgin native costumes.
But few of their
la and the Carollnas depend largely on number will
all expenses of shipping and the
bre a domestic cigar factory with
be able to speak tho Eng- pays
large force turning out all kinds of do the success in curing. The color Is lish language. However, the exhibit, exhibitor is thus spared all expense be
mestic cigars, cheroots and stogies, the thing desired. If the tobacco Is will be in
sides
eligible to any one of the
charge of an American, and offeredbeing
for mineral display by the fair
Arrangements are pending whereby perfectly cured It takes on the golden attendants who
speak English fluently association.
the revenue laws will be so complied lemon or orange color, so greatly will
explain the exhibit to visitors and
While In Las Vegas a few days ago,
with that a visitor may observe the sought after and commands a price one
may watch the Havana cigar mak
cigars made and buy them over the on the market sometimes ranging as ers manufacture their famous cigars, Mr. Jones told an Optic representa
tive that after a trip over the northern
counter while be waits.
high as a dollar a pound. Should the may see thorn placed In their
original part of New Mexico he was satisfThis comprehensive tobacco exhibit curing not be successfully done the
and on the payment of the
Is In the direct charge of Mr. Thomas same tobacco would sell for as low as packages
ied that all that part of the territory
price may carry away with would come
stipulated
K. Druncr. superintendent of special seven cents a pound.
forward with complete
him the quantity he desires.
mineral exhibits. San Miguel county
In this curing barn the tobacco
exhibits, with Mr. Frederick W. Tay
No less interesting will be the ex
mineral
with her great
resources
lor, chief of Agriculture. The impor leaves fashioned Into "hands" will be hibit
of tho American cigar makers
tance of the tobacco Interests may be suspended on sticks and placed In In
should bo represented. It Is a mat
a similarly sized space removed
tor to which the business men of Las
partly appreciated when It Is known the section where tho temperature Is from tho Cubans only by a
spacious Vegas who look to the development
that growers, handlers, manufacturers regulated for the proper curing. Ex aisle.
Here will be numerous Ameri of
the territory around them for
and users reach the respectable ell perts will watch the process and re
can cigar makers busily engaged in
enteie of many million persons In move It at the proper time and place the manufacture of the domestic their own development and prosperity
should look with promptness
and
America,
more In the barn to undergo tho cur brands. Not
only are the high grades care. A
when on approaches the special ing process.
big mineral exhibit at the
to be made, but also the cheaper cheterritorial fair in Albuquerque next
exhibit of tobacco the great contra!
The next section to be entered will roots and the famous
stogies from October and later in St. Louis will do
agoda, octaglonal in form, with Its be long and narrow, The main thing West
As
and
Pennsylvania.
Virginia
much for the greatness of San Ml
summit 52 feet In the air, reaching al here sought Is to show how the prod on
tho Havana sldo, the wares of the
most to the roof of the great Agricul- uct Is handled In warehouses. A large domestic
guel.
makers will be furnish
The fair association baa also this
tural Palace, will cammand one's at- warehouse will be built; on the floors ed while cigar
wait
you
tention and force admiration. The pa are to be shown hogsheads of tobacco
year opened Its exhibiting space to
There are twenty states extensively
oJa will be to feet across. Built of and great piles of the loaf spread out
manufacturing Interests of all kinds
engaged In tobacco culture, all of
giving the preference always to New
wood, It Is to be entirely covered with In tempting array. On these floors the which have collaborated in
making Mexico products. There will be exhlb
tobacco, and as the great exhibit pal- sales will be made, the auctioneers and the universal tobacco exhibit
the
great Its of all kinds of manufactures from
aces covered with staff appear to be buyers going from one pile to another
est ever
Kentucky brooms to automobiles, and space for
of marble, o this pagoda will appear and Inspecting the various grades. So leads with contemplated.
her 311,000,000 pounds an- tbe exhibit Is
to be of tobacco. Columns and walls also will be shown truck wagons, and
absolutely free. It is
North Carolina comes next
nually.
well, however, for tbe exhibitor to
of tobacco will rise 15 feet to the cor- the most approved apparatus for quick
with 127,000,000 pounds; then Virginia
nice line, leaving four main entrances ly handling tho raw material. All
get In an application early, since tbe
with 122.000,000 pounds; Ohio with
space Is limited.
gracefully arched. This will be sur around the sides of the warehouse In 65.000.000
pounds; Tennessee with
mounted by a cornice made of glass glass enclosures will be the finished
pounds; Wisconsin with
Whore King Edward sits is the
six feet wide, entirely enclosing the products of the tobacco graded leaf
pounds and so on down the lioatt of the table In England, but the
pagoda, on which are to be photo- exhibit from every tobacco growing
list.
rule had an exception at the dinner
graphed actual scenes from the state.
given tho king at the French embas
world's most famous tobacco fields.
At either end of the warehouse will
The supreme court of Minnesota has sy, where M. Loubet sat at tho head
Behind this glass cornice will be be constructed two
largo seed bed decldod that poker debts are not col with tho
The
king on his right.
placed electric lamps, the light of showing how the plant must be atarl-h1- .
lectable, and the decision conforms French republic has "arrived."
which brings the photographs
into
New ground Is best for this
to tho experience of evciy man who
plain view.
ground that has never been broken. ever quit a redit game wlnmr.
Building Contractor and Jobber.
Above the cornice will be
flat In this rich soil thus prepared the
Shop on Douglas avenue next to
oof and on the rof will stand heroic
seeds are sown and tho young plants
The longer his wife slu on his kneo
gallery. Prompt and careful atfigures of Indians, the first users of carefully tended.
They are placed In in, mow a p i... wIs'.km mimo company tention given to all work. Estimates
tobacco. Tobacco plants will also be cold frames and covered
with canvass. vonlil ca'l.
fumlHhed.
N. P. BUND.
growing on the top. From the center When all danger from frost Is past,
of the roof will rise a huge globe, 73 and the
young plants are thrifty and
mfwnce. The globe will have attained the size of young cabyou feel run down, are easily
be entirely covered with tobacco. The
bages ready for transplanting, they
if your nerves are weak and
land Is to be shown by the darker are
taken up and set out In the open
blood
olored tobacco, while the waters will field.
then bepin to
is thin,
your
Is
a
.
.
. f
Transplanting
.1
absolutely es
'am .a
be represented by the bright
lane tne gooa oia standard
typed. sential to obtain th best results In
lamily
medicine,
Aycr s
The great river systems of the world
If constipated, use Aycr's Pills.
the cultivation of tobrtpco.
Li.'f.'ii:
By W. C. McCarty.
Tobacco, an ocean or it, bearing a
ship constructed wholly of the cheering
weed, perched high on a massive
jlohe, also built of tobacco, on the top
of an ornato pagoda formed of tobao
co, is Intended to be the crowning
feature of the universal tobacco exhibit at the universal exposition at
St, Louis.
This tobacco display will be one of
the important exhibit! that will make
the Palace of Agriculture a bee hive
of Industry and wonderment. Entire
ly under the roof of this mighty pal
ace, the largest of the exposition
buildings, covering an area of 19 acres
the special tobacco exhibit will occupy a space of 300 feet long and 52 feet
wide. Aisles 20 feet wide on each
Ride of the paralelleiograra
will render the great industrial picture effectual when seen from any point.
Here again the theory of making
the exposition one of methods, and
not alone of " finished products, will
prevail. Tobacco will be shown In
Its every form. There will be the
eed beds with young plants growing
In mlnature flolJs; a curing barn with
Its appliances In operation, an exhibit
of all the tools, machinery and appliances used in the culture of the weed;
warehouses showing the processes of
handling and storing the leaf tobacco;
factories where plug tobacco la manufactured; other factories crowded
with pretty girls, selected from the
cigarette factories because of their

in warm weather when you can get perfect bread, toothsone
cakes and pastry delivered fresh every day from
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Gross, Kelly & Company

Mr. Gsorga T. Hill, .
K. Las Vogaa, N. M.

(Inoorporatod.)

Fireman King is another one who
is rusticating for a briel period.

You ar the only agent we
will have In Las Vegas during

WHOLESALE flERCH ANTS

the present season.
Yours Truly,
CO.
ALFRED PEATS
Prize Wall Papers.

Brakeman Carr is numbered among
those who are resting up for a short
'

period.

i

Las Vegas ana Albuquerque, New Mexico.
MVflS
gv

It is now

yjt
few

possible to get

cigar without
doubt or question, no
matter where you are.

a

i

A

Samples Now On Display

good

1D PELTS A SPECIALTY Geo. T. Hill,

WOOL, HIDES

Engineer Hyre has returned from
TiintA an ri announced himself as
ready for duty.

!

T.q

Enginer Roberts made a trip on pas
senger yesterday for the first time

HMMMHItllt

In many moons.

Engineer Blevins has come in con
cold breeze and is marked
up on the sick list;

tact with a

...HENRY

Engineer Jack Lowe, one of the old
timers, has marked himself as being
off for one trip only.
.lid-Sum-

Fireman Evans is resting up for a
short period and is putting in his time
seeing the sights of the city.

The Largest Selling
Brand of Cigars
in the World.

Chas. Jameson, night car clerk, has
handed in his resignation and will
search for a more congenial job.
'

iVjf "JhT
5jvA EL

J
V

JJ

V

The "Band is the
Smoker's Protection.

fe

Trainmaster J. D. Notgrass has re
turned from a short trip to Albuquer

Robert Dunlap, general attorney for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with
offices at Chicago, passed through the
city Saturday evening en route home
from the Pacific coast where he has
been on legal matters.
Engineer Langston, the western
on
of
the
hog,
tired
has
duty
wonder,
The Raton shops are very "much
so has had himself marked up for a
for space, and a great deal
crowded
-- ,
lay off
of shop work has to be done out of
doors, but then they have the promise
Engineer Gray, who has been laying of additional room sometime and they
off for several days past, has announ- must rest content with the best
they
to again assiimo
ced himself a3
can get.
ibu throttle.
The American Car and Foundry
Engineer Marion Stewart, who has company Tuesday filed a copy of a
for
list
on
sick
the
been lingering
contract with the Big Four Railroad
some time past, Is able to be out and
company by which it will build 809
around again.
eoal cars, 200 hopper cars and 100
coke cars for that road at a total cost
Fireman Faus, the man with the of $810,220.
peculiar title, has tired of duty with
the scoop and is laying off to catch
F. P. Wilcox, a civil engineer for
up with lost sleep.
the Santa Fe company, employed for
some weeks for the railroad at this
John Yomig, who belongs to the day Place, died from the effects of hem
car inspecting force, was indulging orrhage of the lungs Monday, the Cth
f
himself in a
today just for the inst. He was 23 years of age, and
nnvelty of the thing.
his native city. Raton Range

Engineer Steadman, who owns a
ranch or two In the neighboring country, has marked himself up for a short
restup.

y

lay-of-

Fireman Haslett made his first trip
The ball game between the Deca
last night, lie has just been promoted pods and a team captained by Robt.
to the road from the shops and feels Gross next Sunday will no doubt be
very proud ag a result.
one of the most Interesting games of
the season and should be witnessed
Enginer Archibald, after several by a large crowd, as the best players
days off on the lay off list, has again in the city will be included in the
announced himself as read to assume two teams.
command of the throttle.
The contractors who are to build
the slaughter house at Raton expect
to commence work on the new building next week. Extra track Is being
laid on the west side of the shops
on which to handle engines while the

;

feet"
La Junta Is the new
day roundhouse foreman at Raton
who takes the place of Charles Lang-toresigned. Mr. Langton has gone
to Omaha.
3. A. Cullum of

Montezuma Lodge No. EST of the
International Association of Machinists la arranging to give a ball on August 22nd at the Montezuma casino
upon the occasion of
nic.

the

railroad

pic-

the Santa Fe at
Cincinnati, 0., who was In Las Vegas
a short time ago in charge of the
Coronado Beach band, passed through
the city SaturJay morning en route
east, returning from the coast Mr.
Weiss left the band at Coronado, after

& BRO,

X

I

J

llE offer our $1.25 LADIES'

entrance to this territory, and what
they have done so far is a small percentage of what the future has In
store. The management has through
the energy of its foreign emigration
An order has been entered by the agencies induced a large number to
United States circuit court at Detroit. locate along their linos who have sedischarging the receiver of the De cured choice farms and ranches at
trolt & Toledo Shore Line railroad. moderate investments, and who are
Within
Directly afterward attorneys for the now successful and happy.
different companies interested in the the next few mouths something like a
road met and the property was for million acres of patented railroad
mally transferred to the Grand Trunk lands in Dallam county will bo placed
and Clover Leaf railroads. The mort- on the market and some five hundred
gage of J3.000.000 held by the Detroit Hum imaiUe fcav
Jolul..i JUk
Trust company has been discharged. cate.
building is going up. Considerable
time will be necessary for the erec
tion of the building, as it is to be of
stone.

The Decapods enjoyed a good practice Saturday evening and will be in
shape for the game next Sunfor
the line-uday with the
the team Is as follows: O. Harmon,
catcher; Graham, pitcher; G. F. FlaJ

p

herty, first base; Mansfield, second;
McVey, short stop; Bartholdt, third
base; Pettit, right field; H. Hartley,
center field; Sutter, left field. This
Is one of the strongest teams it Is possible to get together among the railroad men and will without doubt make
a good stand against the
It is said the actual amount of busi
ness already placed for steel rails for
delivery in 1904 aggregates 550,000
tons. Few of the largo railroad sys
tems of the country have announced
their intention for 1904 so far as
equipment is concerned, although the
Pennsylvania and Harrlman orders
are regarded as a very good barometer
of what the others will do in regard
to rails. The actual tonnage placed
will begin to reach large proportions
in September, about the time of year
when the majority of the railroads
place their 1904 equipment orders.

Efforts are being made in many
rections by railroad companies to re
duce the cost of operation, and In this
direction the Baltimore & Ohio Is
achieving a degree of success. A recent innovation Is a cipher code fur
the use of the transportation depart
ment, which will reduce the number
of words per message materially.
It
has been carefully prepared and sin
gle words supplant entire sentences
Some idea of the requirements of a
big system like the Baltimore & Ohio
may be agined from tho statment that
5,000,000 telegraph blanks are used
each month for the company's bust
ness over its own wires, exclusive of
train orders.
di-

woman Ja.lges bei neighbor
her clothesll.to
A

Vcaa

was
Albuquerque
in the city Monday in tho interest of
the paper he represents, says the Ra
ton Gazette.
Mr. Pancoast has just
returned from a two days' horseback
trip over the new scenic road, which
is being built between Las Vegas and
The Rock Island company has ac Santa Fe. He says the new road will
complished wonders in the way of set open the way through the most pictling up northwest Texas since their turesque mountain scenery In New
Mexico. He explored the various pro
spective routes and was of a firm opin
ion that the route through Harvey's
canyon over a travel worn wagon
road, ending with four miles of trail
to Harvey's ranch, thence direct to
Elk's peak, would be the most prac
tical from every point of view. Yet
the engineers are attempting to have
a road constructed in the wilds north
In
of Hermit's peak, which woul
crease the distance about sixteen
miles. Elk's peak is in a direct lino
with the terminals and is the only
OFFIOEj
to the upper Pecos country
gateway
Oor. National 81,
mnd Grand Ave
beyond the range. Others who have
visited Elk's peak have become convinced of tho practicability of this
route, which, in fact, Is tho only direct
one. AnJ furthermore it has all the
requirements of the scenic road a
short cut between Las Vegas and
Letter Mends
Santa Fe ami embellished with the
Envelopes
charming works . of Nature.
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SOFT COAL

V Anthracite Coal, Charcoal and
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PLAN.

Wood.
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We miiko Special Rates to Single 1'artiwi and Families seeking lloora
and Bonn
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PRINTING
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Programs
Invitations
Catalogs
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WALL PAPER

WORKS

large and elegant line
of the very latest designs just in
A

t,

Foundry Mil tJJsohlno Chop

Bt t

Mill and Mining Machinery built and repaired,
Machine work
promptly done. All kinds of Casting made. Ageut for Chandler
& Taylor Oo.'g Enginei, Boilers and Haw Mills, Webater and Union
Gasoline Engines and Holiters. Pumping Jacks.
Boat power for
Pumping and Irrigating purpose. No smoke, no danger. Also (he
Ideal and Sampson Windmills and Tower. Call and see as.

J.

C. ADLOU,

PROPRIETOR.

a

R. P. HESSER,
"-

-

Grand

V

Painter

Paper Hanger.
Arc, opp.

.,

San Miguel NakBaok
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HAVE YOU SEEN

If you intend

to take a trip this
Season

THE

sfL Hanger

Miz-K-Fi

.

PLATED

i LGOil

arar
In other words

We turn out
Everything a
Printer knows
How to do

f

0
Attend our SpeclalJSale of

A. A. Weiss, with

Optic Job Rooms

Grousers

Automatic

Note

Blank Books
Receipt Books

)

9 9

DAGKl

41

;

.

LAS VEGAS

and

jakes

FIUWT CLAHH MBMVICI3.

.

City

S

Try our Sunday Dinners.
AMERICAN

the

Be.

WM. CURTIS BAILEY, MANAGER.

MEALS SECOND TO

i

mm, wm. com,

jU

SIXTH STREET

:

THE...

I ..Model Restaurant..

wide MADRAS

Special at

'
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:

CAr
OVli

Wia.

our 15c quality

n Cn

Phono, 10D

CORK EC T

T5he

f

ADIES LAWN KIMONOS, valued
at 60c. and 75c. at

N. M.

Fire Proof. Eleetrlo Lighted,
Steam Heated, Centrally Located.
Botha and Sanitary Plumbing
Throughout.
Lavrgo Sevmple
for Com'
merolal Men.
American or European Plan.

by

Favors Harvey Route: C. Lowell
Pancoast, staff correspondent of the
Journal-Democra-

il

SHIRTWAISTS, - Special at

CLAIRE
FE.

SANTA

WH

&

I HOTEL

Clearing Sale

courimorouu
and CUJLDEOO

" Engineer Jack Unrig made his first
trip last night for some weeks past,
having been waiting around on the
easy list until the powers that be
saw fit to reinstate him.
Fireman Hartley, who has ben laying off for thirty days past, has returned and reported for duty and will
labor with the scoop in the future until he has made up some for lost time.

2nd Hwd Deil.
I
DouiasATeise
I SeiisErerrtkiu;

mer

U

.

a very successful tour. Coronado is
General Purchasing Agent Hodge
to bo a very popular place.
and Superintendent Easley left on Iso. proving
It is estimated that 3,000 people spent
south
cars
the
for
1 in their private
the Fourth there.
today.

Fireman Nelsen had, himself vaccinated recently and now he Is wandering around on the sick list, as It is
said the vaccination "took with boUi

LEVY

A

que.

Conductors Slimmer, Dargltz, Cra-no-r
and Blair of the north end have
pulled off with thetr crews on account
of the slack up of business. ,

XMMMMMM

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.
And tho Only Exclusive) Dry Good Store.

Fireman Halligan, the scoop artist,
tiac hanrlerl In his resignation and Will
leave for other pastures.

12th and National.

Home Phone 140.

HlfMIMtMtttMHIlM

Gross & Richards Co., Tucunicarl, N. M.

;

i

;

...

e

ilr;

Dear

Engineer Art Lowe, the lyric tenor,
ia marked up for a short recreation.
Fireman J. Nelson, the mighty man
with the scoop, is marked up on the
board among those who are laying on.

MM

We

E
T
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Sell Them.
is

Good-For-

Well

Good Clothes

Kept.

Prices the Same as in New York City.

uii:H::iHiiimmiiiii

Trunks txnd VcJiccs
See our
Window
Display
And be Particular to note

the Prices on Samei

e
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Rate of Subscription.
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the editor entor Into correspondence cone"-tu- t
relucted manuscript.
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MONUAY

a sweeping injunction
Is very signifithe
strikers
against
13, 1903.

JULY

This' la good weather for the wheat,
anyway. '
Keep. coo) mentally, keep cool physically, i a good rule lhat works both
"'

way a;,

"

'

In Kansas It la less a question of
what .shall the harvest he?" than of
"Who will he thtf harvester?'

U la feared that Hear Admiral
"Fighting Bob" Evans will have to
corao home from the Asiatic station
without any sort of a scrap. This will
bo a tragedy In Itself.

President Loubet, bo it observed,
does not talk about dominating any
ocean, while addressing English audho talk even a little
iences;
hit about war, Loubet wants all the
peace for France he can got, and at
the smallest poslhle coat In that
which In aald to Insure the
security of a nation.
nor-doe-

s

prep-aratlo- n

The rumor that President Benjamin
Ide Wheeler of the university of California may be given a high post iu
query whether any diplomatic post
abroad is the equivalent In Importance of the presidency of a
American university.
There Is at
least some doubt about it, notwithstanding; the example afforded by the
career of Andrew D. White.
first-rat-

e

The "Scenic Route" In & territorial
enterprise which Is being constructed
by territorial money, A. evidenced
t
by the fact that, the
one of the most progrCKSite papers
of tho southwest 'sent a apcelul man
to report on the manner In which the
the
Money was being
expended,
are
people f the whole
territory
watching the enterprise. It is or the
utmost Importance that the undertaking be properly carried out, that the
road that la nhortest and moat economical, aa well as most bcaulIM, be
chosen, and that the expenditure of
the small sum now available be most
carefully guarded.OtherwIse the Scenic Route will never be completed.
Jonrnii-Demoora-

A CANADIAN OPPORTUNIST.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier'a opportunism
Id politics haj long been recognised
aa a distinguishing characteristic of
the man. While he Is a very successful politician, he carries his opportunism on the tariff question to a
point "where It becomes somewhat rl-dleuloua; A "statesman tnuat be "an
opportunist "within certain limlta In order to carry his principles into
operation. and sometimes bo
must abandon policies which the people refuse to accept; but Sir Wilfrid's
statement of bis tariff position rarriea
one Into the ralm of the absurd.
"For my part." he says. "I have never
hesitated to say that I am a freetrader by conviction, and whilst at tho
aame time I have favored a tariff policy such aa we have at this time, that
la to say, a tariff for revenue
purposes, carrying with It a good deal of
Incidental protection, at tho same
time f am not dogmatic. I am not a
doctrinaire, and thn government
li
not a government of diictrlnairea."
That is to asy. the Canadian premier
would pass a law declaring that the
earth is flat, or that the earth la
round, just aa the people decree,
DIED DI8C0URACE0.
In the discouragement over his re
tent yant of success In his art. the
sculptor, John Douaghue, t 46 years
fit- ---aim. rvimmttfnt
.ui.l.. t.u
j
loiuuc
uy drowning
In Lake Whitney, near New .Haven.

,

He was born In Chicago, studied In
and traveled and worked In
many countries of Europe. His figure
or ruedra" was the first of his work
to be exhibited In Paris, and it gave
him a name. His "Hunting Nymph"
and "Venus," produced in Rome; in
creased bis reputation.
Then be
planned his gigantic figure. "The
Spirit" ugg"r!efl by "Paradise 1 oat.

Pari,

THE LABOR QUESTION.
Tbo action of Judge Waller Dixon
of Pueblo at Denver a few days ago
In

'.t..

EVENING,

which was intended for the Chicago
world's fair. For thle be used the his
toric Batba of Diocletian In Rome aa
bla studio. But It was an impractica
The figure, 75 feet
ble production.
high and 45 feet from tip to tip of the
wings, had to be sawed Into eleven
pieces In order to be brought to this
country on the Constitution, specially
sent for It, and then was Judged too
unwieldy for the shores of Lake Michigan and lay till It was broken up on
a Brooklyn pier. But he was not unrepresented at the Chicago fair, for
bis classical group, "Sophocles Leading the Chorus After the Battle of
Salamla" won first, prize there over
He designed the
many competitors.
St. Paul" lift the congressional libra
ry at Washington, and la represented
In Boston by busts of Gov. Ames and
John Boyle O'lllelly in the public li
brary. He made an elaborate design
for a McKInley memorial in Philadelphia, but It failed of acceptance. Over
this failure Donugbue brooded until
he took his life.

Issuing

cant.
The restless condition of many of
the bodies of organized labor is such
aa to attract attention and apprehen
sion that the country may drift Into
turbulent conditions unless wiser
councila prevail. Judge Dixon's order
is of so much importanco that we
give it below, together with tho acThe
tion of the Citizens' alliance.
labor problem Is the most difficult
one now agitating the public mind:
The defendants named are Denver
Mill and Smcltermen's union, No, 93;
the Western Federation of liners,
Denver Trades assembly, The Colorado State Federation of Labor,
the
American Labor union, and the officers and members of these awsocla-tlons- .
Tho offleers are named spe
mem
cifically, and about, twenty-fivbers of tho smcltermen's union are
named.
Tho defendants and all others are
enjolued from in any manner inter
fering with, hindering, obstructing or
stopping the plaintiff, its officers and
agents in the operation of tho Grant
and Globe smelters;
from posting
pickets In the neighborhood of tho
plant; from intimidating employes;
from publishing orders, statements,
e

the defendant associations, command- lug, under pain of persona) violence
or other prosecution any employes of
the plaintiff not to continue work or
Inducing persons nut to enter tbo
employment of tho plaintiff.
The complaint alleges thai the defendants, and others whoso names aro
to compel the
unknown, conspired
plaintiff to employ those whom It did
not wish to employ, and at wages and
hours which it did not wish to grant.
In pursuance, of this conspiracy, it is
charged, on tho night of July 3, a
body wf 200 or 300 men preceded with
force and arniR to the Globe and Grant
smelters and cut the electric light
wires; extinguished the furnace. Urea;
assaulted, beat and forced employes
to. quit their work. It la further al
leged that ever since that date the
defendants by force and threats, Intimidation and assaults have tried to
prevent men from working at the
smelters; and that pickets have been
posted In the vicinity of the smelters
who address abusive, offensive and
profane language to those who desire
to enter the plaintiff's employment
and otherwise atompted to Intimidate
such persona.
It la claimed
the defendants
are Insolvent and not responsible In
damages, and therefore an order la
asked restraining them from doing
the things complained of.
The complaint was sworn to by
Franklin Gulterman, general manager
uf the company. A dosen copies were
prepared and given to a. deputy sheriff
to be served upon the defendants, ,
At a meeting of the advisory iconV
nilttee of the Citizen's alliance last
night resolutions were adopted supporting the smelter trust and conclud
'
ing:' 'V ' :
alli
Resolved, Thau tha CUIzmii
ance, numberfng 'upward of'fourteen
(H.'HM'i thousand, hereby condemns
the acta of the mob last Friday night.
which acta are not countenanced by
he decent,
members of
unions of legitimate standing. Ito It
furt her
Resolved, That tho American Smelt
ing and Refining company la entitled
to both our moral anil financial support In. its effort to protect Its property, resume It a business and to se
cure protection for Ita employes whr
desire to work.
Be It further resolved. That the support of the Citizens' alliance be extended to the Denver fire and police
board In Ita efforts to maintain peace
and good order In this community,
when urgent need la at hand for the
support of an Important Industry and
the protection of the Industrious and
honest workman whose desires are to
work and support his family rather
than be compelled to remain Idle at
the behest of a few professional agitators under the guise of unionism.

tbt
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PRESS COMMENTS,
The Selfish One.
and
Col. Bryan advise religious
educational Institutions not to accept
Mr. Rockefeller's gifts.
We have
thought all along that Mr. Rockefeller
was making a mistake in not placing
an oil "ad" in the Commoner. Kan
sas City Journal.

YESTERDAY'S

BASEBALL.

s

American Association.

At St. Paul
St. Paul ., .. ....
Kansas City

6
1

At Minneapolis
;
Minneapolis . . .. ..
. ..
Milwaukee
11
At Louisville Louisville Indianapo.
Ha game postponed
on account of
"

.9

...

Combined

WATCHES

rain.

Collins and Sickles.

monument. He was accosted by Gen.
Sickles.
How do you do, Gen. Collins," said
the famous veteran, shaking hands
with him, "Are you still mayor here?"
"Yea," replied the mayor, promptly.
Very still,"
Mrs.

Stanford

Will

Be

"It."

the Hartford Times.
The immediate resignation of the
office of president of Stanford, uni
versity by Dr. David Starr Jordan
Mr,
Stanford
may be looked for,
made an address on Monday to the
chairman, In wblch she has become
the chairman, in which she surprised
them with the Information that the
power to choose and discharge pro
fessors will bo taken from President
Jordan and given Into the hands of
the trustees. As thgre can be no effective control of a university which
does not Include the power to name
the Instructors and members of the
faculty, It 1h evident that Mrs. Stanford and not Dr. Jordan
Is to be
henceforth tho real head of the uni
When she dies somebody
versity.
else will have an opportunity to "run"
tbo Institution, but not before then.
From

An Artlsltlc Joker.
Tho
experience of a
Springfield man In Now York city on
tho night of the Fourth is worth relating. He saw a man In the street
bearing a cannon eruckor as tall as
his knee, and of proportionate girth.
He aw the man stop in tho roadway
and begin preparations for lighting
this enormous explosive. The opera
tor wildly waved for tho cars to slop
and. for pedestrians to keen back.
There was respect for tho warning,
cnreei iranic was stayed, and Impa
tient and nervous and Indignant poo
pie bif;an to say emphatic things,
about tho recklessness of the pending
explosion. But tho celebrator nolhlnac
nerve-rackin-

eliminate hla deviltry,
In time the
match was applied, the man rushed
back, and a little, ordinary Chinese
firecracker, lucked In the top of the
big dummy, fizzed and projected Into
the great hush Its funny little noise!
It was a terrible
and
people laughed or swore as the'r habit might be when fooled "to tho limit"
by a very artistic Joker. Springfield
Republican.

Western League. .; ::
At Des Moines
R. H. E.
5

11

..6

n

12

2

.. ........

game

4
2

Batteries: McParson
Chinn and Garvin.
Second game
Milwaukee
St. Joseph
Batteries: Swormstead
Delhi and McConnell.
At Omaha
First game

and

............ R.
.

3
5

8

Omaha ..
Colorado Springs . . ,
Batteries: Sanders and
McNecley and Doran.

jr. ,E
5

3

11

2

&S. F. Watch Inspector

COG

Douglas Avenue.

ON
Mens' fine Straw Hats. We have the finest
and most complete line in the city.

H. jj.

1
4

T.

TTAWPEIKT,

- - - -

Jeweler ana Optician.

12

Gondlng;

Second game
R. H. E.
Omaha
.
8
0
Colorado Springs
4
0
9
Battorles: Companion and Gondlng;
McNeeloy and Doran.

.......2

National
At St. Louis
St. Louis

At Chicago
..
Chicago
Brooklyn

R.
5
4

Ricos - Manilas

- Porto

R.
6

SPORLEDER SHOE

H. E.
3
11
3

8

and

CO.

HASONIC TEMPLE

H. E.
3

1

....14
Wlemor and Kling;

3

Batteries:
Schmidt and Ritter.

''Tne' lialsef" attended many rehearsals of "Dor Grosse Kurfur.H" at the
suite theater. Ho would sit In the
stalls and In that clear, ringing, pene
trating voice of his make hia criti
clsms.
Tho actor who played the
rolo of tho elector was not to be en
vied. Every now and then His MaJ
esty would call out, "More 'dignity,
sir! More dignity!" When the dec
tor had to dismiss his minister the au
thor, who stood In the wings, tore bis
hair and stamped with rage. "Good
God, fir!" he shouted, "you are acting
like a broomstick!
Put more passion
Into It, eau t you?" But from the
stalls there Issued the resonant cry,
"More dignity, sir; more dignity!" The
actor when he came off the stage reck
expostulated
ing with perspiration,
with the author, who said:
"Never
mind His Majesty. I won't have my
piece spoiled to please him or any.
body." But in the end the kaiser
must have been pleased, as he reward
ed the actor handsomely and gave him
a distinguished decoration.

I

Panamas

League.

Philadelphia ..
Batteries: Murphy, Dunleavy
Ryan; Frazer and Zimmer.

RYAN

& 0L00D

lifC DRAT I
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Hich Quality

I
and
Upon my desk a damask rose
Shines In Ita beauty fair,
I
8omo secret It in glndnest knows
And breathes It on the air.
OF
t.
A messenger It Is of love.
I
in
Its heart of gold her feeling
Everything
shows;
g
Hardware,
As welcome It as Noah's love
K
Till w are.
Kiinnu'hMl Mare.
With leaf of green, this smiling
t titlcry, etc.
rose!
I
William Btunton in Boston Evening
Transcript
Anonymous.
I

Low Prices

When a woman goes t'J hcuseclean-Inthe wise hnroand goc4 traveling

JJa

and Luccia;
R.

A.

2

Berries

Rote.

REPAIRING

5.2
I. u.ila;

The Failure of Lynching.
From the Columbia (S. C) State.
By theie excesses white men and
negroes have been put to death without the semblance of trlul on charges
of murder, arson, burglary and theft.
In the extension of the
license to
lynch we see the opportunity for tbo
coward to put an objectionable neighbor out of the way an opportunity
already utill.eil in Florida. Finally
the mobs will bo reduced In size until
South Carolina's "Lone Lyncher,"
will be Imitated in many other communities.
To encourage the violation of one
Mr. Schwab's ill health is attributed
law for whatever cause is to tactily to Insomnia. If all other remedies fall
condone the breaking of every law,
why doesn't he trying going to bed?
because It the Individual's
passions
are above one law, he may aa properly
permit his feelings to guide him in
And the youth who
every Instance.
la to govern tha state In the future
should rpect Its laws.
Experience ha shown that aa a
preventive of the gorilla crime the
Received Daily
most shocking punishments have not
been successful.
Punishment Is not
-- BYcertalu., Tbo guilty often escape, and
lii very many Instances they are harbored and protected by their race. If
It were known that negroes would
as outlaws, 1
treat these criminals
Both Phono,
would refuse them shelter and bunt
(
wa-- r
them down, these crimes would be Insfvwu unri i i.n
Let the northerner who
frequent.
would upbuild the negro cease for a
while the attempt to enca'e him In a
veneer of political and social equality and devote his attention to Inculcating In the negro men and woucn
a horror of the gorilla-likcrime of
their race. In the meanwhile, for the
sake of his own race, let tho while
0N
man rospct tho laws of the land.
A

Manufacture.

....17

,. ,.

Style, Finish and

FIRST-CLAS- S

Kansas City
3
Peoria ..
1
n
k
Batteries: Cable and Ullrich: Hart
and Wilson.
Second gam- eKansas City ..
i 7 ii
Peoria ..
2
3
3
Batteries: Hess and Ulrica Klllon
and Wilson.
At Milwaukee
R, H. E.

First game
Milwaukee . .
St. Joseph ...

IN

Protect Them.

Will

Batteries: Barry and Fohl; Barber
and Schlcl.
At Kansas City
R. H. E.

First

that

Cases

.

Des "Moines ,.
Denver . , . .

JEWELRY

Strong and
Durable, in

From the Bo3ton Herald.
Mayor Collins was guilty of a pun
during the unveiling of the Hooker

Quality

with

Thompson Hsrdware Co

Yim!

1

Yvim!

1

I

A

1

CAR. LOAD

all PaperS

to be seenpatterns
notExquisite
elsewhere
Very large and choice variety;
complete sets for walls,
ceilings and borders.
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HuJoore ILurjBER (So.

I
I

F. GEHRING - MASONIC
TEMPLE,
Sells the Famous
Meal
Quick
Ranges

J:

now
ON THE ROAD

for

ansl the Perfect

Challenge

GROCER.

Refrigerators

run assortment ttsmng lacMe

Hammocks In Variety

"
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Crown the Feast
is delicious on every kind
of salad.
Hot or Cold
Meat, Fowl, Eggs and

DIP

Ferndell

C

cents
AT

Hit or Back.
No uadarttrapt.

Never taovea.

iwiib Comfort.

.

Tor Sale by

O. G. SCHAEFER
DRUGGIST
Laa Vrgas 'Phone

131

Roller

Ve.as

Mills,;
Las Vegas

I I

1 Santa Rosa

TRI WEEKLY ...

U.

tTC.

Highest cali price
palil for Milling Wheat
Colorado heed W heat for !lc In Heaano
LAS VEGAS. N. M.

3?)

If you want to gain flesh and feel
drink Macbeth water; pure,
sparkling, refreshing, medicinal; delivered where you want It by Peter
188-t- f

S.

Mail

and

Eugcnio Romero,

Prop.

Leave Las Vegas Postofflce
7 o'clock a. to. Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
Arrives at HantA Rora
at e p. m. the same day.

wall

paper.

tif

yesterday.

Plaza Trust

&

Savings Bank,

LAS VEOAS, N. M.

JarrcHKOK Ratnoi.tm, President,
B SHU AN D. M vers. Vlre-l'rHai.i.st tUVNOf.D. Caxhler.

620

S. R. Dearth
Undertaker and
Embalmer.

One Way, $0.; Bound Trip, til.
To or from Bado de J uan Pals, 13
ExprtM Carried ai Rcaioiublc Charges.

Pittlnger has Just received a fins
assortment of picture frame mouldings and mats; also the latest patterns
In

Moneyed Men

in many cases date their prosperity
from the day they made their first deposit in a bank. It seems to encourage thrift and improves the owner's
business methods.
Do not postpone the opeuing of a
savings account, even if it is small at
rst. The big things of today were the

Passenger Stage

well

and coloring!

i

11

Wholesale and HeUtll Dealer to

Roth.

SIZES

;.:..v:

little things

J.R.SMITH, Proa.
GRAHAM, (0RN MfAl, BRAN

LL

(pi

Dontaaartoa

Iteiatni
Severn!
Hernia

bottle

..BOUCIIE1VS..

f LOUR,

.

LIGHT,
COOL.
Baiy lo Wear,

ran-ranct- d.

Oft

-A-

IIAnXECC.

TRUCO.

is the smoothest, richest
and tastlrst, most relishing combination of purs
Ingredients. Nona so
good, it never gets

Las

TANKS

AMERICAN
SILVER

Veg-ttable-

35 and

EP

SADDLERY

a good Salad
Dressing

WHEAT,

I

!

IWatMiiiftlftiisl
9

rt

JjiGH

1

GENTS

Essiofwr k Judell.CenU'rSU.La
Vega
. Koaeowald A Son. Plan, Laa Vegaa

Cut Flowers.
and Monument
e

Both 'Phones.

.
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overflowing, and a little tent city has
sprung up in the grove of silver aspens.
Frank , Tafoya, Springer; Tito
Mora, were registered at the
New Optic today.
T. G. Martin and wife were in the
city today from the vicinity of Cow
Creek, over on the Pecos river.
Mrs. E. R. Fullenwider and daughter, Miss Bessie, passed through Saturday evening on their way from Al
buquerque to Raton. They will prepare to remove to the Duke City,
where the head of the house has op
ened a bowling alley. Miss Bessie is
to be instructor of the ladles in the
fascinating sport. The young laly re
cently made the second highest score
ever made by a lady In the territory.
Martin Van Buren Benson, a lineal
descendant of the "sage of Kinder-hook,passed through the city this
afternoon on his way to Denver
from Silver City. Mr. Benson is adjuster for the North American Insurance company, and the Philadelphia
His mis
Underwriters' association.
sion in the Grant county metropolis
had been to adjust the losses sustained by the former company on the Sil
ver City reduction works.

iMiiiinninuiiii'"ii
PERSONAL

HIIHHlttHIMHIIIIt
Benigno Jaramillo was la today Irom
"' "
Finos Wells.
Mrs. Andres Sena lett yesterday for
Los Alamos.
Walter Herman inade the trip to El
Porvenir yesterday, f
Clyde Graham and lady drove out
to Harvey's yesterday.
Leandro Gonzales was in the city
today from El Cuervo.
Harry Vogt went to Wagon Mound
on a business trip today.
Will Adlon was an afternoon passenger for Wagon Mound.
R. L. Benson and wife of Chicago
are registered at La Pension.
Herman Perklern is registered at
the Plaza hotel from Tucumearl.
Myer Friedman was in Albuquerque
Saturday looking after the fleecy.
Robert Ramsey drove out to El
Porvenir yesterday just to pass away
the time.
Pat Crowley and party spent the
day yesterday in the vicinity of El
,.

,

"

Porvenir.
H. J. Ramer was visiting the city
today from that lively little burg of

A STRANGER'S GRAVE.
Watrous. at 9 o'clock in the morn
Yesterday
drove
up
M. P. Cousins and wife
of the I. O. O. F.
members
few
a
ing
the canyon on a pleasure expedition
at Dearth's undertaking par
gathered
yesterday.
lors to perform the last act of frater
Jake and Dan Stern and M. Green
nal duty for a departed brother, Dan
all
Roineroville
near
camoed
rzpr
T. Davis, who died suddenly the even
day yesterday.
of July 3rd.
Chas. Doll, sister and Mrs. H. S ing
came from Gordo, Ala., about
He
mountain
Van Petten visited Harvey's
two months 3ince and took a room at
resort yesterday.
the ladies' Home. He impressed all
L. M. Parke and wife, after several
who met him as a gentleman and a
went
days pleasantly spent in the city,
His hopefulness was great
Christian.
home this afternoon.
summons came unex
dread
the
and
and
Juan Dios Lucero, Conchas;
His
last
request was that
pectedly.
Jose M. Sena of Pitada were in the
back to the old home in
sent
he
be
on
business.
city today
his
W. B: Bunker, the hustling attorney, the Sunny South, but, regretfully,
be made
and his amiable wife spent the day family ordered that burial
here, their circumstances not permit
In the country yesterday.
Will Roesenthal and L.. Manko, ac ting fulfilment if the last wish of the
hands
companied by their families, spent the dead. Therefore, by strangers'
laid
was
land
he
a
away
in
strange
day fishing up the canyon.
resH. T. Anderson, the Chicago cloth to await the home coming of the
urrection
day.
his
trunks
shouldered
sample
Ing man,
o
and walked away south this afternoon,
Regular meeting of the east side
Saul Rosenthad chaperoned a large
Are department tonight.
party of young people in search of
mountains
to
the
yesterday
pleasure
W. O. .Cordon and wife, Lee Crltes,
Charley Rhodes, who has been niak
J. Fox and Miss Pearl Wean spent
ing the Duke City his home for some
in the mountains yesterday.
time, has returned to the city for a the day
-

Why Take Linen to Chinamen?
The Imperial laundry of Albuquerque
s
work.
Their
guarantees
at
U
tbe Montezuma Barhere
agency
ber Shop, CHAS COLBY.

KEEP YOUR

ON THE COMING EVENT
AT THE HUB.
;m
A "Scenic Route."
H. A. Hatvey, the mountain pioneer,
reports to The Optic that he will have
a road constructed to Elk mountain
within a week or two. A surveyor
who went to the lofty summit found
an excellent route for a road along
the whole distance. Mr. Harvey intends to assist in constructing a road
that will enable the sightseer to drive
nearly to the top of the mountain.
The short remaining distance may be
made on burro or horse back. The
prospect for the summit is one of the
finest on earth, and with Increased accessibility, the trip to the top of Elk
or as Mr. Harvey prefers to call it,

Guadeloupe,
popular.

become

should

mm uileratto

and

N. M July 12, 1903.
Dear Sir: Miners come and miners
go, but the work goes on forever.
Geo. S. Beaty, one of the brightest
prospectors, located five claims on an
His
iron lead above Hot Springs.
nartnera in the eroun are N. D. Mc- Iron
Croskey and John M. Kelly.
ore is in greater demand than ever
before.
Frank F. Zummach tells us his
horse whim is about completed and
that It will have to pull out rock for
the depth of another sixty feet before
next winter.
Two shifts are still at work on the
Azure shaft which Is now nearly one
hundred feet deep, and when this
will be
dentil is cained a cross-cu- t
started to cut the vein in a northerly
direction. The Rising Sun will probably not be worked until a steam
hoisting and pumping plant is install

n

1

J.

Yloa-Pr-

OOKE,

President

H. IV. KELLY,

t?'"

Music

i

ed.

New

..$1.00
Tickets for Ball,
Balcony tickets for spect2iic
ators,....

Watermelons

Vesona, Gcrrlszsv,
and Dealer in all kinds of

F

Carload just received.
Handsome and reliable work.
Call and See New Styles.
Bridgo Street.

I

PATTY

DRESSMAKING

EW

PAR

OOLEY'S LIVERY for comfortable rigs and reliable teams.
Standard
Vehicles For Sale.
work In buggies, surreys, road
wagons, elc. Bridge street, west
side.
SAN MIGUEL

man's tailor.

P

VIEWS,
BUTTONS,
HOTOS,
developing and finishing for amateurs. Also watch repairing and
music furnshed for balls and
parties. J. B. Martinez, tent opp.
189-lcity hall.

I

REPAIR
and
CLEAN, DYE
men's clothing and ladies' fine
s
tailorgarments. Also
GUS
ing. Work guaranteed.
HOLMES, next to Ed. Henry's.

1

i Browne & Manzanares Co

Graduate uadnr the
Foundur of the Hcl- enee. Dr. A. T. SHU.
at Klrkrllle, Ho,

f

treat all diteaitii my specialty
thou of chronic character.
Consultation and examination
rc freet inquirers are cordially in
X ..It I It 1 .Ml
viira w tan ai umw,

t
z

A

!-

HIDES

'

-

AND

...

,'y.,,r;

AND ...

MOST EXCELLENT

SERVICE

IN THE CITY

AT

FOUND

PELTS

A.

1

DflvAtTs"

, ...
IN , . :
All Kindt of Native Produce.
Plowi, Harrows, Cultivators.
McCormick'i Mowers and Rupert

CENTER STREET.

DEALERS

ir

Gray't Threthinj Machines,
'
Hay, Rakes, Bain Wajons.
Grain and Wool Bat Bailing Tics, Fence Wire. Etc

.'

Ranch Supplies, Navajo
Hay, Grain and Feed.

Blankets,

VOU ARE TO MEET

i

SAMPLE

LINE AMOLE

ANY

AT THE DEPOT '

FRIENDS

TAKE THEN TO

DUVAU'S...
P0R A

0000

.

I

,

,

DINNER.

PARLCa

t

if'i

native

Both Kansas City and
Meate. ;.

IS

I WOOL,

i

I

Southwut Cer. Plau.

DINING ROOM

CGnOCERC . . .

1

j

I

WHOLESALE

W. Houf, U.O.,

OSTEOPATHIC SURGEON

STAR

I

L. V. Phon 230.

high-clas-

toval

The 8utton Tripoli atone fitter
removes all Impurities from water
and delivers
plentiful aupply. la
perfectly simple, Instantly clean-ablSea It working at The Optlo
office. For aale by 8. P. Flint.
Prlcea 2 to 18. Central hotel.

J. H. Stearns; Grocer., IJWJarlie

I OSTEOPATHY!

i

Filters

BANK

does repairing and cleaning of men's
and ladies' clothing in the most satisfactory manner. Ladies' and gentle

11.

that

Libby's Elegant Canned Meats
Underwood's Superior Sardines
Deviled Crabs
Lobster

lors have been opened by
Miss Winifred Sullivan a
Seventh
street, and ladies
725
are invited to call.

P. CIDD10,

A FILTER

Davis .& Sydes'

The county roads are badly In need
but then, the farmer doea
SPOUTING
not enjoy "scenery" and his attention Iron work of all descriptions on short
can be given to dodging boulders. notice and well (lone. Sells garden
Bridge Street,
tools, hose, &c.
C.
ruts and bad bridges.

N

fy. Satlmfaotl

I For Hot Weather Luncheon

PLUNKING
HOOFING

MMe ml, 'mm Jfearjr ate
Oneref aitmmmmlllumu

AT rOUMTAia aXKMM

of repairs,

S. T. Clino and William Laug

3 Manufacturer of

warm.

CARRIAGES-VE- N

;

Successor to A. O. SCHMIDT

AT

INE

-

iiEznr Lonznzza

MfeavN

The best of material, carefully pre
oared, nicely and quickly served, by
attentive and spngutiy waiters, on at
tractive tables, in cool and comforta
ble dinine room such is Duvall's
io-Restaurant.

BAXX,

v

hii

oonoBlte reoeivea

J

Vha-PrmsE- uti

Treasurer
PAID UP CAPITAL, 30,000.00
D. T. HOSXINS,

In THE LAS VEQAS SAVKtSS
tSTSA VE your emrnlngtmnlnoome.
by dewnHln&tkem dollmr
avedlm
where they will bring younmm
"Every
tnmn
IVO
or
miaramt imih vn

J

Las Vegas Military Band

,

and
families spent the day in the vicinity
of Tecolote peak yesterday, and report
six or seven inches of hail. While in
Wanted Position
by
Japanese vestigating their surroundings they
woman for light house work; address bad the pleasure of JtJJluun i..w4U.
snako of magnificent proportions. His
Nw Optic, room No. 2.
snakeshlp was the possessor of nine
Piano for rent at Ilfeld's.
rattles and showed that he knew how
' '
to use them.
LAND SCRIP.
land scrip
By the use of
The Ji"fr ace bet ? eon a woman
title can be obtained to government .i.e. her rvi: is that Die former reland without cultivation or residence stores her hair, while the latter dyes
thereon. All you need to do is to give hers.
description and show the land to be
of the proper kind; we do the rest. By
Prices Much Reduced on Hats.
reason of the exhaustion of the supply
Dress hats, street hats, outing hats,
which has been quite limited the price all sharply cut In price to sell out for
is advancing. We have a small amount the season.
Ladies furnishings also
yet on hand to sell, that is fully guar- at lower prices.
Misses O'Brien. Bridge St.
anteed. We also deal in real estate,
loans and Investments.
Mrs. M. B. Ward is prepared to do
HUGO SEABURG,
'
s
dressmaking at 802 Third
Springer, N. M.
street. L. V. 'Phone 174. 172-lFOR HIRE, Cheap Team and rig
Willow Grove No. 5 will give an ice
for campers.
Vega3 'phone 320.
cream social at their hall on Sixth
St., Wednesday evening.
Everybody
STRAYED A dark Jersey cow, do- - invited. The Woodmen of the World
horned, with strap around neck. will dispose of their organ at this
Reward time, o
Lost from herd Saturday.
for return to P. P. Nolan 109, Tenth.
Lost Rubber tire for front wheel
of buggy; Under return to Moore, 625
Mrs. L. T. Laidley wishes to an- Douglas avenue and receive reward.
nounce to her pupils that she will re
sume her vocal classes tbls ' week.
Duvall's dinner Sunday will be one
to tempt the appetite.
Mrs. Laura Poole Wright has bought
out Mrs. Wm. Malboeuf anj will conOA
tinue business at the old stand. Will
QIC
close out tbe present stock for 60
cents on tbe dollar from now until
of the
Sept. 1st, before buying new stock.
Rosenthal
Furniture Company.
We will shortly remove to the
v6h SALE, CHEAP
house,
'with batb, cellar, barn. Best loca-- .
New Duncan Building
Xion; on Columbia avenue. Inquire
. Next to the Postoffice.
of or address, S. T. Kline, 320 Na-- '
f
tlonal avenue.
For the next 30 days,
cash
Onion
and
(fComiuencinst
good
pays
Perry
July 1st 1903),
prices tor household goods. Monte
We offer every Item In the
Carlo Hall. Colo. Phone No. 271. 143 tf
FURNITURE
DEPARTMENT
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
at
.
rooms with bath and electric light: '
20 per cent. Discount for Cash.
towns.
at
Call
convenient to both
188-t- f
1015 Dougles avenue.
Everything exactly as represented.
Now is your time to secure the greatTbe Las Vegas Light A Fuel Co., est bargains ever offered in New Mexare now prepared? to furnish Willow ico.
Creek coal at $1.50 por too c"eiered, $2.80 for $3.50 Metal Beds,
any size.
127 if
or 13.90 by the enr
$1.80 for 12.25
Woven Wire Bod
Springs.
carWanted Immediately
Bridge
for $2.50 Gold Medal Folding
$2.00
men
to
also
tie
and
makers;
penters
Cots.
,
hew ties and bridge timbers; good
wages. American Lumber Co., Tbor-eau- . $6.80 for $8.50 Golden Oak Chiffon'
N. M.,,
iers, 6 drawers.
$14.80 for $18.50 Golden Oak Side'
If you wish to burrow money it will
boards
pay you to Investigate tbe plan of
Intbe Aetna Building association.
anj thousands of others.
quire of Geo. H. Hunker, Sec. 129-t- f
Bargains of a Life Time.
Six-roo-

a.
SFE:.Z3,
AaaL
Cashbr
F. D. JAKVAI2Y,

FRAKX

THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DANK

Benefit
Ball

New Uniforms

SBO,GCO.CO

OFFICERS!

BENEFIT

first-clas-

jhy-Bicia-

Surplus,

!

ill

INTEREST PAID ON TIZE DEPOSITS.

Band
Concert

Editor Daily Optic.

Grand

-

M. OUtiZlXQHAFJl, President

OH AND

d

s

!1M
u

July 16

EVENING.

!

OF LAS VEGAS.

Oaaltal Paid hi, $100,000,00

J.

,

,

D. T. HOSKINS, Oaahler

THURSDAY

vastly

visit.
Mrs. J. M. Cook and son, Phillip, and
two children left today for Seattle,
Wash., expecting to be absent several
weeks.
Fred Marshall, private secretary to
Division Supt. Easley, has been called
to Albuquerque by the serious Illness
of his mother.
J. M. Cook, the Colorado Telephone
company's representative, drove out
towards the springs this morning in
search of trouble. ...
C. F. Hummel, C. Danziger, B. C.
Pittinger and Antonio Lucero were
among those who spent the day in the
country yesterday.
Mrs. Lucian Rosenwald and her sister, Miss Florshelm, went to Albuquerque this afternoon to visit relatives for a few Jays.
Mrs. L. B. Weld and her son, Stanley, Bostonians, passed through the
city yesterday on their way from Albuquerque to Denver.
Charles Allen arrived from El Paso
Sunday afternoon on a visit to his
The gentleman's wife has
parents.
been here for several weeks.
Misses Rebekah and Jennie Galle-gowho have been at school at St.
returned
Vincent's in Albuquerque,
to their home in this city this afternoon.
R. M. Spivey, the accommodating
day clerk at the Castaneda, has gone
to Topeka to spend his vacation. The
position will be filled temporarily by
Ira Davis.
'"."
Mrs. Sherwood and Mrs. J. E.
of Topeka, Kans., who bad been
visiting friends in Albuquerque, passed through the city Saturday evening
bound for their home.
,a
Dr, Kingman, for several years,
for the Dominion.-mine6 of
Globe, A. T., passed through the! jlty
today on his way for a visit to his pid
home In Calumet, Michigan.
J. 'B. Maes, Puertocito;" Jesiig Gar-- "
'
cia, Tecolotc ; Vldal Ortega, San
Vidal Martinez, La Cueva,
were In the city today with hides and
pelts for Robert K. M. Cullen.
Herman and Ludwlg Ilfeld, Ike
Bacharach, J. Judell and M. Lefkovltz
spent the day picnicking yesterday
up the canyon, and they do say threw
water around rather promiscuously.
Prof. K. M. Chapman and wife left
today for the Grand Canyon of Arizona, where the former will seek Inspiration of the great natural wonder
to assist him in the creation of a number of artistic productions.
Miss Alice Adams and Miss Minnie
McKee, young ladles of Vlncennea,
Ind.,who nave friends In the clty.were
passengers through tbe Meadows Saturday afternon on their way home
from a trip to the Pacific coast.
L. R. Allen and Harry O. Oakes left
for Harvey's Saturday evening, returnRosenthal Furniture Co.
ing to the city this afternoon. They "For tbe most beautiful rooms In the
Next to Western Union Telegraph
report the Jelightful resort crowded southwest, go to La Pension in tbe
165-t- i.
with guest. The ranch houses are Coors block.
office, Lai Vegaa, N. M.
Hol-ma-

ii

A

1

Doings at Rociada.
ROCIADA,

1

!

ma nxmsoL mice

sod

first-clas-

SCP..

BARKER

SOAPS.
aueaaaMY. sm,

DRIED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.

--

OLMEYELOOK,

01

X OVEB STEARNS' GROCERY STOKE T

15-t-

noon:
X

At

i.

?!"

'?!

LAS VEQAS, fVTtV

ESXI30.

I

other tl nimby appointment.
Succiwsor to I)r, I'urvlunco.

'

Before

PlacfagYow Order

See Those Nokfcy

V DENTIST V

The moil modem appliance
tot
Dentistry. V V
Las Venae, N. M
Bridge St.

to

ft CArVtTjt'W

Winilraetl

eV

CO.

ciirr'n

rLUktearrJIW

Steam and
Hot Water
Heating.
Repairing Promptly Done.
S
A

'

"no

'

"

j

floods In the Piece
to select from. . .

Our Work Will Please You
SMOOTH
EDGES

COUPON
BOOKS
good for

on
H. E. VOGT

,

Spring Suits

J

ESTABLISHED 1888.

Dr. D. M. Williams.

:

$5.00

COLLARS

Worth of

and CUFFS

WORK
for

Laundered
by the

$4.60.

Las Vegas STEAM LAUNDRY.

Comer Serenth and Dooglaa Ave.

I'll

BothOPhoneB.

IIIII1I1

Free Delivery.

Russell,

3

ni"

TAiLcaJ

P. F eeNOLAH
u
Wholesale

Retail Deelae

rzu

l-:-d

hay,

Security Stock

ix Peillry Fc:J

VfhmnmSU.
419

I

Mans.ntree Avenue.

Itrltletf Brtok lieewalka, ever
laatlnc, haaaeosne, eoonomici.
Work of all ktada in naUse r; 3
atone.' EaUmates furalshsd O
brick and stone bulldlnr- W. W.
work narantood.
lace, Wegas Thoae JCt
,

J'

H

'

j;-;.:sv?fc.'f--
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE TERRITORY.

WANTED.

Business Directory.

Disease.
Is Not a Skin
a
that the
contracted

Brief Resume of the Important
Doing in New Mex-

lika cold,
Most people have an idea that rheumatism is
Causes the terrible aches
damp, chilly air penetrates the musclas and joints and
and pains, or that it is something like a skin diaesse to be rubbed away with liniment or drawn out with plasters; but Rhuematism originates in the blood and is
caused by Urea, or Uric Acid, an irritating, corroding poison that settles in muscles, joints and nerves, producing inflammation and soreness and the sharp, cutting
pains peculiar to this distressing disease.
Bowlln Green, Ky.
Exposure to bad weather or sudden
wu ,tUcked by MuU
Abnt
at- an
hasten
will
of
arms and
the
in
rheumatism
body
my
chilling
should,
uouia noi niH
tack of Rheumatism alter tne oiooa ana lea-- below to anee. j.Dootors
oomb
hair.
arm
to
my
j
rendition
prescribed
lorit
system are in the right
orat two month without
to develop, but have nothing to do with im..nTr.lif. IaawS. s. B. advertised
msnced its use I felt bsttar, and remarked
which are internal and not external
last found
to mother that I was jtladl hsdat
Liniments, plasters and rubbing .ome nlMt
continued its us and am
Will sometimes reduce thelnflamma- - entirely well. I will always fsel deeply
ot
tlon and swelling and ease the pain for
m
a time, but fail to relieve permanently
MHB. ALICE HOBTON.
because they do not reach the seat of
the trouble. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism because It attacks it in the blood, and
the Uric Acia poison is neutrauzea, tne tuuggwu
stimulated and quickened, and soon the system is purified and cleansed, the aching muscles and
joints are relieved of all irritating matter and a lasting
cure of this most painful disease effected.
ft ft s ia a harmless vegetable remedy, unequalled
as a blood purifier and an invigorating, pleasant tonic. Book on Rheumatism will
be mailed free.
yjfC SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, 6A

WANTED A good cook, colored man
ico Towns.
and wife or one strong white wolaw.
George H. Hunker, Attorney at N.
man, on ranch twelve miles out.
Office. Veeder block, Us Vegas.
west side
Apply F. O. Klhlberg,
U.
164-t- f
near Catholic church.
MINES, FARMS, RANGES, ETC.
Money, Attorney-At-LaGeorge
atSituation
Wanted
by Japanese.
United States
and
torney, office In Olney building, East First class waiter for restaurant, ho-tLas Vegas, N. M.
The school board of Tucumcarl has
or boarding house, address New
2.
Prof. Craig of Albuquerque,
Room
employed
Attorney-At-Law- ,
Optic,
Frank Springer,
Office in Crockett buUdlng, Bast Las
formerly of North Carolina, as prinFOR RENT.
yegas, N. M.
cipal of the public schools.
Office
RENT
Attorney-At-Lafurnished
FOR
room,
Nicely
E. V. Long.
Gov. Otero
Notaries Appointed.
In Wynian block, East Las Vegas,
with privilege of light housekeeping,
has appointed the following nottrles
918
at
8th St.
public: Raymunds Howell of Anton
OfWood
A, A. Jonea, Attorney-At-Law- .
Four-rooon Chlco postofllce, for Leonard
house
For Rent
fice In Crockett building, East Las
Colin Nebllt of Silver City
county;
to
"
Seventh
B.
''
Dausilger,
street;
M.
apply
Vegas, N.
postofnee, for Grant county.
Plaza.
DENTISTS.
FOR RENT Elegant housekeeping
For Copyllng Letters: .Territorial
Dr. E. L. Hammond, Dentist, Suo- 828 Secretary J. W. Raynoldg received
at
electric
bath
rooms;
light,
rooms
No.
m
suite
rir racker.
IUI.UI,
t
Grand avenue.
an Edison , Oseilaung
Memeograpn
7, Crockett block. Office hours 9 to
of letters at his of
1 and 1:30 to 6:00. L. V. 'Phone 239,
the
for
copying
rooms
Two
for light housekeeping,
Colo. 115.
flce. It Is a modern invention and a
8; 1008, Sixth street
convenience where there is so much
HOTEL8.
FOR RENT A four room house with of this kind of work to bo done.
.
Central Hotel, Popular Rates, Clean
largo garden. Water rent paid. In
Shlfflette-Ramsdalbeds. Douglas avenue.
J. L. Shifflette,
quire of S. Kaufman Or Henry Bels- man employed at Carrlzozo,
railroad
a
man
HARNESS.
and MIhb Mabel Hamsdale, daughter
J. C. Jones, The Harness Maker, FOR RENT Furnished rooms for of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ramsdale of
1102 Lincoln
light housekeeping.
Bridge street.
White Oaks were united in marriage
avenue.
Wednesday evening, Rev. H. B. Tomp
PRINTING.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for kins officiating , The brIJo and groom
to spend their honeyThe Optic Job Rooms, Fine Com
light housekeeping. 808 Fifth street left Immediately
mercmi vriiiimg,
moon among relatives in Texas,
1981m
RESTAURANTS.
Selection Approved. Acting SecreFOR RENT Four partly furnished
houBes; apply to the Club House of tary Ryan of the Interior department
Duval's Restaurant Short Orde-r181-tlias approved the selection by the terR. H. Golke, Hot Springs.
Regular meats. Center street.
ritory of New Mexico of 14,858 acres
TAILORS.
FOR RENT A small four room furn of land for the college of agriculture
ished house.
Apply 920 Eleventh and mechanic art. The land preJ. B. Allen, The Douglas Avenue
street.
lCItf viously approved for this Institution
tailor.
rooms amounted to 71,078, making the total
FOR RENT Two furnished
SOCIETIES.
Mrs. Jos for this Institution 85,930 acres.
for light housekeeping,
eph B. Watrous, corner Fifth and
147-t- f
National Ave., No. 723.
Doctor Duncan of Socorro mot with
Eldorado Lodge No. 1. K. Of P
meets every Monday at 3 p. in., at
a pretty Bovcre accident Friday eventheir Castle ball, third floor Clements FOR RENT Two nicely furnished ing. Ills horse became frightened,
rooms with kitchen privileges in ad
block, comer Sixth street and Grand
dition. Inquire at 810 Douglas ave ran against a telephone pole, tore
avenue.
J. J. JUDK1NS, C. C.
t
nue.
Imiso from the carriage and dragged
R C. RANKIN, K. of It. S.
SAUL ROSENTHAL, M. of F.
the doctor over the dash board to tho
FOR RENT Grass pasture on Mesa
his face, shoulder
ranch, two miles east of city. Can ground, bruising
I. 0. O. F., Laa Vegas Lodge, No. 4,
take care of cattle, mules and bors and knees quite severely. Mrs. Homeets every Monday evening at their
f
es. Inquire 710 Grand avenue.
mer Hill, who was In the carriage with
nail. Sixth street. All visiting breth
lilm, luckily escaped unhurt.
reu are cordially Invited to attend
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
o
H. York, N. O.; J. B. Mackol, V. G.
or without board. No, 1102, corner
T. M. Elwood. Sec.: W. E. Crltos,
Territorial Funds Tho following
t
of Columbia and Eleventh.
Cemetery
Treas.j S. R Dearth,
funds wore received by J. H. Vaughn
ATTORNEYS.

12-t-

96-t-

66-t-

4'J-t-

Il

i'iini

IIUIUI1"

i.

4
Meet. First And Third One room house, $12.00
Thursday evenings, each month, at One
adobe, 7.50
Sixth street lodge room.
Visiting Throe-roofurnished house,
brothers cordially Ivlted.

B. P. O. E.,

A. A. MALONEY, Exalted
T. E. BLAUVELT, Soc.

$15.00.

Ruler.

One
One

houses $12.00.
house with bath, $20.00.
761.
room for household goods.

Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F., Meets
second and fourth Thursday evenings
of each month at the 1. O. O. F. hall. Storage
2O0-tMrs. Surah Roberts, N. G.; Mrs. Sarah Crltes, V. O.; Mrs. A. J. Worts, MOORE REAL ESTATE
See.; Mrs. J. N. Shirley, Treas.
AND INVESTMENT
CO.,
193-l625 Douglas Avenue.
Las Vegas Royal Arch Chapter No.
S. Regular convocations first
Monday
in each month. Visiting companions
FOR SALE.
generally invited. M. R. Williams, E
H. P.; C. H. Sporledor, Sec.
SALE A modern
FOR
house. J. D. Ellsworth, 725 Fourth
Lss Vegas Commanaery K. T. No.
St.
1841m.
2. Regular conclave second Tuesday
of each month.
Visiting knights
FOR SALE Seven two year old
E.
cordially welcomed- John S. Cla-Hurfford bulls; acclimated,
registered
Cbas.
Tamme,
Rec,
C;
vaccinated and In fine condition. Ashley Pond, Jr., Watrous, N. M. 159-t- f
Eastern Star, Regular Communication second and fourth Thursday even- If
you want a bargain in a nice home
ings of each month. All visiting broth-ercome and see this one. Nice
and sisters are cordially invited.
Mrs. Julia Webb, worthy matron;
hoitso, bath, hot and cold water;
Earnest Browne, W. P.; Mrs. Emma
fine largo fruit and shade trees;
Benedict, Sec.; Mrs. M. A, Howoll,
barn and sheds In good repair.
Trew.
Good location.
Price $1,400 $400
, cash, balance In small monthly pay.
ments.
I
MISCELLANEOUS.
MOORE REAL ESTATE
AND INVESTMENT CO.,
WHY not have a new,
193-t- f
card as well as a stylish dress T
625 Douglas Avenue.
Order a shaded old English card at
;
The Optic.
f
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THE NICEST of meals, tha best bt
beds are to be found In tbe summer
resort at Roclada, near the mount-aln-

Term,

fl.EO per day,

19.00

per week. For further particulars
write or phone Mrs. Cutler, Roclada,
N. M.

160-tf- .

DRESSMAKING, also lessons In
cutting an sewing; the French tailor system, square and tape, taught.
allowed
Pupils
$1.00
per day
while learning.
Douglas avenue,

Petlioud

&

if UNDERTAKING

Co.. 610
187 lm

EW VEGETABLES. Homo grown.

freh

from the garden. Leave or
ders t sisters' Convent for Barney McNally.

..THE:

PALACE
WILLIAM VAUOHH.

are first class
OUR FUNERAL
APPOINTMENTS
aud we are
ready at all times to carry out orders
In a thoroughly satisfactory manner.
We have made a close study ft embalming and our method Is according
to the most recent scleutiflc discoveries and modern practice.
The W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.
C00RS Bl.OCk
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takes a very high temperature
to melt charity.

The lata Archibald S. Waterbouse, of Philadelphia, who died suddenly lajit Frttfav, held policies amounting to IW.000 In the Mutual
Life lnsurao' e Company of New Vork. The forrasof insurance under
whioh thse policies Wert issued, were so selected that his widow will
rect-ira'.ouce iii.M) iu casta and an annual income of 1000 for twenyears, and if slw is llvin ( at the end of that period she will receive
ty
ttVl.OOO in
cash, making a total amouut received under these policies
1140.000 on which tin premiums paid by Mr. Waterbouse amounted to
only K7.000. (From The Philadelphia Record, Nov. 13. 1902.)

w

-

In writing state what you would like to receive In cash at the
end of limited payment period, amount you would like your beneficiary to receive.

i

MUTUAL

'"".

40-C-

THE MEAOOW CITY.
The Colorado Iron and Fuel
twen
to
is
eighteen
working
company
ty men fifteen miles north of Estey ome Things About Laa Vega Not
City, and if iron is opened in suffGenerally Known to the
icient quantities to warrant, it, a railOutalde World.
road will be built from Ancho or Oscura to handlo tho product. The fact
Las Wgas.meanlng "The Meadows,"
that this force of men has been at s the county seat of San Miguel coun- work for several weeks seems to war .y, lies oi both sides of the Gallinas
rant encouragement, It is likely that iver, und, with its suburbs, has about
a commercial product of hematite Iron 10,000 Inhabitants.
It has excellent water works, arc
will be opened there.
stores, beautiful residences
o
and incandescent electric light plant,
Col. T. W. Heman, agent for the ;elephone exchanges, headquarters of
Quay County Land company, went the Atchison railway system, iew
before the commissioners of Quay Mexico division, together with rail
and
road machine
county last week and in behalf of works, stock shops and
large sheep- yards
one
himself and associates offered
shearing aud dipping plants.
block in tho McGee addition to the
West of the river, the old town has
commissioners for a site for the court the quaint and picturesque Mexican
adobe houses, narrow
house of Quay county. The commis appearance
native people and
crooked
sioners accepted the proposition and customs, streets,
handicrafts and occupations;
selected block 15 for the court house but the plaza and all of the new town,
site. The selection is a good one, as east of the river, constitute a distinc
tive American city. The Btreets are
It is iu tbe best part of the city.
wide and well graded, while sidewalks
abound, Bhaded with growing trees.
On Sunday evening at the parsonage Three
parks, filled with grass and
R.
of tho Methodist church Rev. Geo,
trees, add to the beauty and healthful
that ness of the place. Handsome and
Ray performed the ceremony
and innumerable lawns, set in grass
united in Marriage Mr. A. L. Hallen-becand
and Miss Fannie Moore, says the and adorned with shrubbery
combine to proclaim a cultur
Bee. Mr. Hallenbock is a brakeman flowers,
ed community, possessed of all mod
of good character on this division, ern comforts and conveniences.
Las Vegas is the natural sanatoand his good Judgment has not ben
rium of the United States, combining
at fault In the selection of a
advantages than any
for Miss Moore Is highly esteemed more natural America.
Her thermal
'
place In
all who enjoy her acquaintance. other
by
waters are the equal or the Hot
treasRomero, collector and
The young couple have gone to h mae-k- Springs of Arkansas, while her climate
urer of San Miguel county, $1,140.88
Is infinitely superior. There is no
tp'ng at Rincon.
taxes for 1902; Mark Howell, collecmalaria, no excessive heat or cold, no
tor and
treasurer of Chaves
gnats, rats or mosquitoes. The air is
The
following
Approved.
Surveys
county. $2,795.41. taxes for 19ti2. W.
pure, dry, rarined, and highly electri
been
mineral
have
approved fied a certain cure for consumption,
surveys
G. Black, collector ami
treas:
if the disease be taken in time. Thy
office of the surveyor-generalurer of San Juan county,
$782.45 at the
for liver,
Survey No. 1158, Juniper !odi situat- hot waters are a specific
taxes for 1902.
and blood disorders.
In tho Bromide district In Rio' Ar- skin, rheumatic
ed
0
Her Montezuma hotel la the finest hos
Last Saturday evening Justice of riba county; survey No. 1159, the Jef- telry between Chicago and California,
the I'ocos Jos, McQIHnu of San Mar ferson lode, situated In the Iiromldo and Is situated in a beautiful eanyon,
five miles from town, where the hot
cial Joined In wedlock Mrs. Irene New mining district in Rio Arriba county;
springs, forty In number, come boil
Stone
No.
Green
1100,
the
man and Mr. Hugh Williams.
Tho Survey
Besides this,
ing to the surface.
brldo has lived in San Marclal for a lode, situated In the Bromide mining St. Anthony's Sanitarium, conducted
uumber of years and Is quite popular district in Rio Arriba county. Daisy by the Sisters of Charity, and the
II. Asbton Is tho claimant,
and the Plaza Sanitarium, conducted ry Or.
with a large circle of acquaintances
Wheel- Willam Curtlss Bailey. M. V.
were
Duane
made
surveys
by
The groom Is well known among railLas Vegas Is the distributing point
S. Mineral
road employes aud enjoys tho reputa er, of Truchas, Deputy U.
for nearly all New Mexico By tbe
tion of being a skilled locomotive en Surveyor.
Atchison system, she has connection
o
With Kansss on the east, Colorado on
gineer.
"The
The
Biggest Enterprise:
tbe north, Arizona and California on
o
mine on the Denver & Rlogrande tbe west, and Texas and Old Mexico
Stock Drowned: Monday afternoon
on the south. Besides these, she has
a big hail storm, accompanied by n railroad at Glen Moody Is the biggest more
stage lines, connecting her with
iu the territory,' says F.
enterprise
canthe
A'l'er
fell
heavy rain,
along
tributary territory, than has any other
A.
of
Jones
the
survey.
geological
town In New Mexico. This territory
yon near Colmor. Tho wale came
ounce Includes the entire section east and
(?own the canyou in great volumes, "There are at least 30,000,000
and com
of gold ore In sight, and the future south of the mountains,
drowning thirty hoad of cattlo and
the counties of Colfax, Mbra,
tea or fifteen head of calves belong- development of the mines will add prises San
Miguol, Santa Fe, Socorro,
to the mineral wealth of Taos,
ing to Geo. E. Crocker and 13. V, Cal-le- materially
Bona Ana, Grant, Chaves, Lincoln, an
All tho machinery will
Mexico.
New
Tbt dead animals lodged near
Eddy .with parts of Valencia and Bertha Ci pckcr house. No other damage be run by water power derived from nalillo a country larger than all New
the Rio Grande. An electrical power England. This takes In the famous
repo'ted.
plant will be Installed which will be valley of the Rio Orande, and the less
o
famous, but not less excellent, valley
operated
by water power. It Is an of
Teacher
Elected;
Alamogordo
the Pecos the finest fruit sections
on
Ideal
the
location,
railroad,
being
of the west.
Tuosday af tor noon tho Alamogordo
A
facilities.
with
excellent shipping
There are eight large wholesale
school board held a meeting at which
live of the teachers were elected for mill of a hundred tons capacity will houses, whose trade extends throughIn about sixty days. Tbe out the Territory, and Into the
the enslng school year. They were be completed
sections; while the volume of
ore
can
for about 15 cents
mined
be
Mist Myrtlo Bailey, Miss Park, Mlse
this trade, and the value of the stocks
exwill
not
treatment
and
the
ton,
per
which they carry, cannot be duplicatClark, Miss Murphy .and Miss Blanche
The board then adjourned ceed 50 cent per ton. It Is a low ed west of Kansas City and south of
Bailey.
until Thursday evening, whon three grade proposition averaging about $25 Denver. Three merchants' brokers
have selected the city as their dismore teachers were elected, Including per ton.
tributing center, the amount of their
the principal, who waa reelected; also
yearly sales exceeding. In the aggreIn
Union
County
Appeal
Mr. Crldebrlng and Mist Rapier.
gate, the combined Bales of all other
Tax Cases.. Leandro Vijil,, assessor such brokers In New Mexico. The
o
Dividend Mining and Smelter Co.: of Union county, has officially report- retail merchants, of Las Vegas, are
L. Bart-let- t more numerous, and carry larger and
Allen Lane of White Oaks has been ed to Solicitor General E.
an
from better stocks of goods than do the rehas
made
that
he
appeal
employed to go to Estey City to put
ot any other town in
of the board of county tail merchants
decision
tho
this Territory or Arizona.
up the big well drill for the Dividend
In
the
commissioners of his couuty
Las Vegas has two daily and six
Mining and Smelter company. This
now company la going to work In the cases of tho following tax payers: weekly papers, three banks, threo
Lee and Foster cattlo company. Chas. building and loan associations, six horight way and has grasped the situamany boarding houses, nine
tion from tho beginning.
The lack Schlclcr, Christian Otto, iLeandro tels,
a number of clubs,
churches,
the
and
electric
Clayton
of water has always been the draw- Gallegos,
clvio and
of
the
and
all
It
appears social societies; leading
back In the development of the Oscura light and water company.
flour mill,
roller
a
that Assessor V1JI1 made Increases In capacity, fifty barrels
per
day;
district, and when this obstacle Is tho
of the above five
returns
assessment
establishments,
overcome it must necessarily take tho
and that cleaning 3,000.000 pounds of wool annamed property owners,
lead of all copper camps of the ter- brewery and
those raises were disapproved by the nually; a
bottling establishment; a manufactory
If yml have the hoard of county commissioners of mineral and carbonated waters;
any form of of Union county at their recent ses- three wagon and carriage factories; sad
stomach trou sion. The assessor Is of the opinion die and harness
factory; a foundry,
ble ynti will that his action in the
premises was electric light plant, three planing
find the Bit
Just and correct and hence this ap- mills, and other enterprises of less Imters very
It con-tal- peal. Solicitor General Bartlett will portance.
four public school buildA
only prosecute the appeal on behalf of ings, city hall,
,
Masonic temple, opthose ingredi- Union
county and the territory before era house, Territorial Normal school
ents an will
Territorial insane asylum and pubstrengthen tlie the territorial board of equalization and
lic buildings, constructed ot red and
at Its September session.
stonuii'h.
white sandstone, unsurpassed In beaui
Try it for
similar edifices in any town, ot
Heart barn.
VilK
Johnson: It Is more from careless- - ty by sice,
la the states.
equal
Flatulency,
about truth than from Intentional
The latitude is about the same as
Indigestion.
or
that there Is so much falsehood that of central Tennessee, while the alMalaria.
titude Is nearly 6,500 feet This comIn the world.
It jMwitlvely cur.'s.
bination gives
peculiar, but most

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
Oldest
In
America

NEW YORK

Larglst
In tha
World
RICHARD A. MoCVRDY. President
A. DAY, Manager, Albuqterque. N. M.

DARBY
W. G. OGLE. Dist.

Supt.. - LAS VEGAS. N. M.
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"IFS" of Life

Make the guarantees of Insurance in The Mutual Life Insurance
Company of New York, valuable beyond aU calculation. The following Instance is only one of Thousands:
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The Optic.
happy, result In tbe winter, during
the day, the thermometer seldom falls,
in the shade, below forty degrees,
while it often runs in tbe sunshine, to
sixty-fivdegrees or even more. On
the other hand, in the summer, the
heat is never oppressive, in the shade,
and no night is too warm for comfortable Bleep, under one or two
blankets. The sun will shine nine
dnys out of every ten, the year round.
This, with the extreme dryness ot the
air, caused by the very slight precipitation of moisture; the resinous aroma, rolling down from the pine-clamountains; the large amouut ot electricity In the air, and tho consequent
ozone resulting from the altitude; and
the location of the town, land locked
by mountain and mesa thesa all conspire to produce an atmosphcro which
Is a balm to all diseases of the respiratory organs. The percentage ot
death from consumption is lower in
New Mexico than It is anywhere else
In tbe United States; and no other
place In New Mexico excels Las Vegas
in the salubrity ot its climato. Asthmatics experience Immediate and permanent relief, In this altitude
In the way of health and pleasure
resorts. Las Vegas is unrivaled. In a
radius of twenty miles, In romantic
mountain glens and beside babbling
mountain brooks, are the Las Vegas
hot springs, Harvey's,
El Porvenlr,
Blake's, Sparks' Sapello, Roclada,
and other places, too numerous to
e

mention, whero health can be recovered, and life becomes a pleasure to
the ennuye, the invalid, the overworked business man.
This Territory is rich In everything
Iron, copper, coal, lead, silver, gold,
that constitutes the wealth of nations,
mica, limestone, sandstone, marbles,
gypsum, salt.soda In endless variety and
exhaustless quantities, are among the
several products of the country which
Las Vegas commands. Sheep, cattle,
and lumber abound, so that in each
ot these prime articles of commerce
this city Is the best market in New
Mexico. She handles more wool than

all the other towns in the Territory

combined, while her commerce In hides
is truly enormous.
In the same way,
she stands
for her trade
in grains, hay, vegetables, and other
farm products; while her trade In ice,
gathered in the neighboring mountain
canyons, extends east Into Kansas
west into Arizona, and south into Old
Mexico.
Working Night and Day.

The busiest and mightiest little
thing that ever was made Is Dr.
These pills
King's Ne Life Pills.
change weakness Into strength,
into energy, brain-fainto

ss

mental power. They are wonderful In
building up the health. Only 25c per
box. Sold by all Druggists.
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1 he following New York stock quotations
were received by Levy Bros., (members Chicago Hoard of Trade), rooms and 3 Crockett Block. (Colo. V hone 0, Las Vegas Phone
110,) over their own private wires from New
York, Chicago and Ooloralo Springs; correspondent of the firms of Lcgan & Bryan N. V.
and Chicago member tNew York Stock Exchange and Chicago Board of Trade, and Win.
A. utis & Co.. Bankers and Brokers. Colorado
Springs:
Close
Description
50J
Amalgamated Copper
117
American bugar
0.H
Atchison Com
i0
pfd

-

B.
O
B. K. T

KI4
M

Chicago A Alton Com
O. F. 1
Cola Son

"

--

.

" BrstpLl
" 2nd pld

25's

O. G. W
O. A O

IT

Si

i

Brie
at pfd
LAN
Mo. pac
Norfolk

I"

.loo'i
Klj,

racMall..

Reading Com..
H. 1 Com
" pru
Kepublic Steel and Iron.
" ptd
St. P
S. P
Southern Ky...i

T.G.

"

1

494
3i
.1
13
144
4T

"pfd...

4

47

Tex. Pac

&k

v. p...

;st

U. P; pfd..
U. 8. S
pfd
Wabash com
abash pfd.
Mex.

iH

(SUM

2H
7ii,

23
40

oent.v.'.'.v.v..''I!..'i."."'."!!.'!

Manhattan..
Wis. Cent.
" Pfd...

,

l'.iK
30

Live Stock.
KANSAS CITY, July 13. Cattle
market steady. Native steers, $4.10
$3.25; Texas and Indian steers,
$5.00! Texas cows, $1.75
$2.75
$3.00; native cows and heifers, $1.50
$4.75; stackers and feeders, $2.75
.$4.25; bulls, $2.25
$3.75; calves,
$2.20
$5.25; western steers, $3.00
$4.65; western cows, $2.80
$3.45.

Sheep market strong.
Muttons,
$3.00
$5.00; lambs, $3.20
$6.25;
range wethers, $3.15
$5.10; ewes,
$3.50

$5.00.

July 13. Cattle: Weststeady; good to prime

CHICAGO,

ern market
eteers, $5.00
$3.90
$2.50

$5.60; poor to medium,

$5.00;
$4.50;
$2.25

stockers and feeders,
cows, $1.50

$4.00;
$4.40; canners, $1.50
$2.80; bulls, $2.25
$4.00; calves,
$2.50
$6.00; Texas fed steers, $3.25
$4.75.

heifers,

Sheep strong; good to choice wethers. $3.75
$4.00; fair to choice mixed, $3.00
$3.50; western shep, $2.50
$3.75; lambs, $3.25
$6.40.

Territory Wools.
ST. LOUIS, July 13. Wool unchanged; territorial and western medium,
16
18c; fine mediums, 14
fine, 13

15.

--

15;

Grain and Provisions.
Close July 13, 1903:
Wheat July,
Sept. 77.
Corn July
Sept.
50.

Oats

34.

July

Pork July

Lard
Ribs

76;
49;
50;
39; Sept. 34;

Dec.
Dec.

$13.95;

Sept. $14.25.
July, $7.40; Sept. $7.27.
July, $8.32; Sept $8.32.

NEW YORK, July 13. American
stocks in London are steady. George
Gould says he will have the Trans.
Continental
lino, within eighteen
months.
The labor outlook is gen
erally peaceful. The Mexican Central
plan involves 10 per
cent assessment on the stock.
Eighty-ninroads for May show an
average net increase of 17.65 per cent.
Nineteen roads the first week of
July show an average gross increase

Domestic
cumulate very rapidly.
milling demand will quietly absorb a
large percentage of the harvest of the
northwest.
Corn The market is dull and the
tone heavy. There is nothing Iu the
cash .situation to support the prevailing prices, and with uniformly favorable weather throughout the west, ihe
prospect for the new crop is rapidly
increasing. The ownership of corn in
this market is, we think, is more slack
and in less desirable liands than for
some time past. There is some increase of country offerings as the
crop prospect' s 'improve.'

o
Squelched.
From the Milwaukee Sentinel.
"When I was a boy," remarked T.
E. Ryan of Waukesha, as he sat in the
Hotel Pfister and caught sight of some
old patriarchs who sent him into the
retrospective mood, "I went into the
circuit court room In Madison, where
George B. Smith and I. S. Sloan, two
of the greatest lawyen of their day,
were trying a case as opponents. Mr.
Sloan had a habit of puncturing his
address to the court with the expression, 'Your Honor, I have an idea.'
The case had been dragging its weary
length through the hours of a warm
summer day, when Mr. Sloan, who was
making what appeared to be an inter
minable argument, said:
" 'Your Honor, I have an Idea '
"Mr. Smith sprang to his feet, as
sumed a dignified position, and with
all the solemnity imaginable, said:
" 'May it please the court, I move
that a writ of habeas corpus be issued
by this court immediately to tako the
learned gentlemen's idea out of solitary confinement.'
"The judge smiled, the lawyers
laughed, the spectators burst forth in
a round of applause, and Mr. Sloan
was effectively squelched."

Very Remarkable Cure for Diarrohea.
"About six years ago for the first
time in my life I had a sudden and
severe attack of diarrhoea," says Mrs.
"I
Alice Miller of Morgan, Texas.
got temporary relief but it came back
again and again, and for six long
years I have suffered more misery and
agaony than I can tell. It was worse
than death. My husband spent hundreds of dollars for physicians' prescriptions and treatment without avail.
Finally vc moved to Bosque county,
our present home, and one day I happened to see an advertisement of
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy with a testimonial of
a man who bad been cured by it. The
case was so similar to my own that
concluded to try the remedy. The
I could hardly
was wonderful.
realize that I was well again, or believe it could be so after having suffered' so Ions, but that one bottle it
medicine, costing but a few ceuts,
cured me." For sale by all druggists.
,e-su- lt
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Emerson:
The secret of educa
tion lies in respecting the pupil.
(.Homestead Entry No. SS04
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land office at Santa, Fe, N. M., June

7

The news that the khedive of Egypt
does not drink, does not smoke, keeps
no harem and is fond of hard work,
qualifies him to write a treatise on
"How to Be Respectable, Although a
Monarch."

10.

a

"

1903.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim, and that aid
proof will be made before U. S. Court
Commissioner at Las Vega, N. M., on
July 25th. 1903, viz:
VIDAL DURAN
for the NW
Sec. 9, T. 16N, R. HE.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jullau Coca, of Mineral Hill, N. M.;
Tomas Bouavidez, of Mineral Hill, N.
M.; Ju.an do Dio Lucero, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.; Benito Crespiu, of Mineral
Hill, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ISC 30t.
Register.
lowing-name-

Homestead Entry No. 4963
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
June 23rd, 1903.
.Notice is hereby given that the following-named
settler has filed notice of
bia intention to make final proof in
support of his claim,- and that said
proof will tie made before the probate
clerk of San Miguel county at Las
Vegas, N. M., ou August 5th, 1903, viz:
GREGOHIO GARCIA
for the SE
Sec. 15, T. 13 N., R.
22 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, said land,
viz:
Juan Quintans of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Preciliano Madrid of Las Vegas, N. M.;
Benigno Martinez of Las Vegns, N.
M.; Juan Garcia of Las Vegas. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

d

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Announcement is made that General
Miles intends to "live down south" Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa
N. M
when he is retired next month, but
1903.
June
16,
one
of several things
this is only
Notice is hereby given that the
which he shoull try to live down.
following-namesettler has filed notice
are Sickly. of his intention to make final proof
Many School Children
Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for in support of his claim, and that said
will be made before the United
Children, used by Mother Gray, a proof
nurse ia Children's Home, New York, States Commissioner at Las Vegas,
N. M., on July 27. 1903, viz:
break up Colds in 24 hours, cure
FERMIN SALAZAR,
Headache, Stomach Troubles,
of Trementina, N. M., for the NW
move
and
reguDisorders,
Teething
SE 14, SW
and S
of SE
late the bowels, and Destroy Worma. SE
Sec. 25, T. 15N., R. 23 E.
Mrs. Emily Maronn, Meriden,
Ct,
He names the following witnesses
"It is the best medicine in
says:
the world for children when feverish to prove his continuous residence upon
and constipated."
Sold by all drug- and cultivation of said land, viz:
Jose Abran Salazar of Trementina,
gists or by mail, 25c. Sample sent
N. M.; Milecio Sanchez of Las Vegas,
Free. Address Allen S. Olmsted,
N .M.; Feliberto Sanchez of TremenN. Y.
NW
of SE
of SW
and NE
tina, N. M.; Sesario Sanchez of TreSec. 5, T. 9 N. R. 14 E.
The woman who sued a Kansas City mentina, N. M.
He names the following witnesses
Prof. W. G. Egerton of Clarendon
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for $10,000 damages for
paper
to prove his continuous residence upon
was in Tucumcari last week. He has breach hanger
t
of promise must labor under
Register.
and cultivation of said land, viz:
a claim near there, and will set out an the
impression that he is engaged in
Jose A. Slsneros of Anton Chico, N.
orchard the coming season. Besides
paper.
M.; Emiterio Chavez of Anton Chlco,
this he will set out about a hundred hanging negotiable
N. M.; Francisco Chaves
of Anton
thousand locust and other forest trees
Valuable Time Saved.
...HAOk LINE...
Chico, N. M.; Gregogio Archlbeca, of
adapted to the arid west. Mr. Eger
man
a
disable
often
Slight injuries
Best Rack Service In the city. Meet!, all
Anton Chico, N. M.
ton has one of the oldest and most
and cause several days' loss of time trains. Calls are promptly atlendt'd to.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Office at M. L. Cooley's livery stnble,
experienced horticulturists of Texas and when blood
develops,
to manage this undertaking. He will sometimes results inpoison loss
Register.
a
of
the
also try irrigation on a small pattern, hand or limb. Chamberlain's Pain
to see whether pumping the water and Balm is an
antiseptic liniment. When
distributing it through reservoirs can applied to cuts, bruises and burns it
me made a financial success in a cer causes them to heal
quickly and with
tain branch of ertenslve tree farming, out
maturation, and prevents any dan
ger of blood poison. For sale by ail
Night Was Her Terror.
"I would cough nearly all night druggists.
long," writes Mrs. Chas. Applegale,
It is possible to telegraph to China
of Alexandria, Ind., "and CDuld hardly
now
for $1 a word, and the offer would
get any sleep. I had consumption so be more
universally accepted if there
bad that if I walked a block I would
were more Chinese words in general
cough frightfully and spit blood, but, circulation.
when all other medicines failed, three
$1 bottles of Dr. King's New Discovery
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
wholly cured me and I gained 58 one
THAT MADE
S
size smaller after using Allen's
pounds." It's absolutely guaranteed Foot-Easa powder to be shaken Into cure Coughs, Colds, La Grippe,
new
Bronchitis and all Throat and Lung to the shoes. It makes tight or
shoes feel easy; gives instant relief
Troubles. Price 50c and $1. Trial to
corns and bunions. It's the greatbottles free at all Druggist.
est comfort discovery of the age.
That Ann Arbor, Mich., man who Cures and prevents swollen feet,
had the skin of a frog grafted on his blisters, callous and sore spots. A
lbs or more each delivery, 10c per 100 lbs
Foot-Easfor
cure
is
len's
certain
a
hand evidently did not entertain the
all
feet.
At
sweating, hot aching
15c per 100 lbs
lbs.
old superstition about warts.
1.000 to
druggists and shoe stores, 25c. Trial
to 1,000 lbs
20c per 100 lbs r
Address,
package Free by mail.
HARVEY'S MOUNTAIN HOME
is the ideal summer resort for rest, Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.

1,

fever-isbnes- s.

Le-Ro-

4

SAST BOUND,

ro. 2Pse. arrlv.

1:45 p. m. Dep
Nu. 8 fsss. arrivs 1;5J a. m. Dep. a ,05 a. m.
VIST BOUND.
No. 1
srriv 12:t5 p. m. Up J:15 p.m.
No. t Pss. arms 4:30 p. m. "
t:JS p. n.

rn.

Nos.Sanat carry i'ullman cars only.
No. i Is the local tram east bound t also car

TUEjp

ke

Mountain
J VEGAS

FAM0U

RETAIL PRICES

2.000

health and a good time. Home cooking with unlimited apply of Jersey milk
and butter. Burros free for riding.
Delightful trips in every direction.
Carriage goes out Saturday mornings
returns Friday; $10 for the week, Including passage. Leave word at Murphey's, Wooster's or Ilfeld's. Address
tf
H. A. Harvey, Las Vegas, N. M.

"Lord" Barrington h.as lecided not
to contest the divorce proceedings in
Kansas City, Kas. Just now his neck
is giving him more concern than hie
wife.

i

200
50 to

Less

than 50 lbs

"
"
"

"

200 lbs.

"
"
"

"

AGUA PURA

-

visit

'

-

Elegant Pullman Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Free Reclining Chair
Cars and Day Coaches on all trains.
Dining Car Service Unexcelled.
o

Call on

,

lNo.41

:!.

.ra

A HEIV FAST TRAIH
Between St. Louis and Kansas City and

D & R. Q.

OKLAHOMA CITY,

WICHITA
DEINISON,
SHERMAN,

Time Table No. 71.
IKffectlve Wednosduy April 1,

1003.1

WIST not'ND
Miles No, 4S5
0:L1I u m
3:00 p m
ll:00ani..Lv.,.ENpniioln..Ar..S4..,.
1:05 pm..Lv....Kiiilmdo..Ar..53...,
1:05 pm
10:05
m
Pleilrus.Ar.
J:40pm..Lv.Tres
6:3i p m. Lv. ..Anloiilui. . Ar.l'S.... 7 :5aui
6:
10
153
..
Alamosa...
Ar
in
K:50pni..Lv...
3:05 am.. I. .... Pueblo. ..Ar 27.... 1:37 am
7:15 a ui..Ar,.. Denver.. ,,L.404..., 9:30 p m
IAST BOli NO
No. 42o,

:liam. .Lv....tvinlu

I'o. Ar..

!....

Trains run dally except Sunday,
Connections with the main line and
branches as follows:
At Autonlto for Duntngo, Sllvorton ftnd all
point, in the San Juan country.
At Alamosa (with standard gauge) tor La
Veta, Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
also with narrow gauge tor Monte VIstaDel
Norte Oreede snd all points lutbe Bun Luis
valley.
AtBallda with main line (standard gauge)
for all points east and west Including Lead-wir- o
sua narrow snrtge points net ween Wll
Ida and Grand Junction.
At Florence and Canou City for the gold
camps of Cripple Creek and Victor.
At Pueblo, Colorado Springs and Denver
with all Missouri river lines for all points

DALLAS
TOUT wcnTN

points In Texas and the Southwest, This train ta new throughout and Is
up of the finest equipment, provided
with eleotrio lights and all other modern
traveling oonTenieaoea, It runs via our now
completed
And principal
mild

nod River Clvlslon.

Ever annllance known to modern ear
building and railroading baa been employed
ta the make-u- p
of this servioe, lnoluding

Cala Observetlon Cers

under the management of Fred. Harvey.
Full Information M to rates and all details of
a trip via this new route will be cheerfully
tarnished, upon appUoatlon, by any repra
BUBUMlVa

30UTHAVE3T4f

east.

For further Information address the undersigned.
Through passengers from Santa Ke In
standard gaugo sleepers from Alamosa can
have berths reserved on application.
B. W. Kohhins, Qeneral Agent,

iu wo

4
AOOOl

'

l

SantaFe.NM.
A.

K. IlOOPBH. O, P. A.,
Denver, Colo.

wk

H

THP MnNTP7IIM

r

The Best
There is in

CO.,

Printing

i

Vegaa,

New

J

C
"HT Or
macd aet ttrvzM

is not
Too

--

Mm--

M

aaw

Good for
Our Customers.

A

BATHS

Las Vegas Hot Springs,

System

Santa Fe Branch

25c per 100 Ids
30c per 100 lbs

020 Douglas Avenue,

tit

-

nearest agent for full inforries Pullman sleeper for Denver, Kunsag Cllj
mation or address the undersigned.
aud fhlcaito; also tourists cars. This train
illustrated
N. 11. For handsomely
arrives La .Iuutal0:M p.m. Connection for
booklet descriptive of
I'uebio, Colorado Bprlnits and Denver

RHODES'

2,000

In connection with the
ROCK ISLAND SYSTEM.
Is the short line between EL PASO,
the GREAT SOUTHWEST and KANSAS CITY. CHICAGO,. ST.. LOUIS,
MEMPHIS and principal points EAST,
'
t:l0p. m. NORTH and SOUTHEAST,:

4

190-30-

e

17

Mi Ft Time lie.

190-30-

DAN

EASTERN

PA80-NORT-

CLOUDCROFT,
leaves La Juula 3;S3 a. in. arrive
of the
Pueblo 5:15 a.m. Colorado Springs B:t0 a. m the Premier Summer Resort
Southwest, send four cents postage to
IViiv-o- r
in.
A. H. BROWN,
No. 1 s a local train west-boun- d
and Is a
General Passenger Agent,
a Southern California tiatn, carries I'ullman
E. P.-8ytem,
sleeper and Tourist sUw pers and Chair Car
El Paso, Tex.
for Jjos Anxvles.
No, 7 Is Nortnern California train carrying
Hul man and Tourist sleepers and Chair
Cars for San Francisco; also carries sleeper
for El I'uso. Arrives Albuquerque 10:04 p.
No.
(Homestead Entry
4592.)
ni. Connection for El I'aso, Doming aud SilNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ver City. Leaves Albuquerque 11:00 p. m.
Arrives Kl I'aso 7:55 a. m.s Demlng 7:50 a. m.
Department of the Interior,
Hllvtir City 10:15 a. tt.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
No. I Is through train for Chlcagocarrylng
April 7, 1903.
Pullman and Tourist sleepers and Chair car.
Is
folNotice
hereby given that the
Arrive La Jsula 11:35 a. ni. Connection for
lowing named settler has filed notice Pueblo. Colorado gprlugs and Denver.
of his intention to make final proof No. 0031 leaves La Junta 12:20 p. in. Arrives
Pueblo 2:10 p, m.: Colorado Springs 3,10 p. m,
In support of his claim, and that said
Denver 0 p. m.
will
made
before
be
Robt.
L.
proof
Santa t'e branch trains connect with Nos.
M. Ross, U. S. Court Commissioner,
I, 2, 7 and 8.
at Las Vegas, N. M., on June 8, 1903, Uouudtrlp tickets to points not over 135 tns.
10 per ent reduction
viz:
CommatatlOD tlcksts between Las Vegas and
JOHN A. ABERCROMBIE."
Hot Hprlnss 10 rides S!.00.tiood 60 Jars
for the SW
of NE 14, SE
of NW

Driven to Desperation.
Living at an out of the way place,
remote from civilization, a family is
often driven to desperation in case of
OFFIQSi
"A smooth man" says the Alfalfa accident, resulting in Burns, Cuts,
of 22.04 per cent.
"la one who does not let his left Wounds, Ulcers, etc. Lay In a supply
Laa
Kaw KSaxho
Sage,
There are prospects for an Increase
hand know what his fine Italian band of Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It's the
of the Erie. The first dividend Is still
doeth."
best on earth. 25c at all druggists.
good.
Good demand for stocks In the loan
For a lazy liver try Chamberlain's
"This paper says it will be neces
crowd.
Stomach and liver Tablets. They into boil the water for two weeks "
sary
The banks lost to the
vigorate the liver, aid the dlgeBtion, exclaimed Mrs. Doolittle. "Gracious,
Friday, $2,716,000.
regulate fte bowels, and prevent bul- I've only been letting it boil ten minThe gold exports eased exchangj lous attacks.
For sale by all drug- utes." '. " ."' -and stiffened time money.
gists.
' Twelve Industrials declined .7
AND
per
No Pity Shown,
cent and twenty active railroads deIs
Duke
James Buchanan
president
"For years fate was after me conMexico
clined .97 per cent
of two tobacco companies and rewrites F. A. Gulledge, Vertinuously"
A HEALTH RESORT
ceives a salary of $50,000 from each
bena, Ala. "I had a terrible case of
New York Stock Letter.
And try the nirwral WsUr Batht . Baths o4 all kinds given. TIM Pent
of them. A shareholder once grumb-ingl- y Piles
When all
causing 24 tumors.
Baths unrivalled lor Rkmioiatlsni.
asked Mr. Duke what he did in failed
CHICAGO,
July 13. Wheat-T- he
Bucklen's Arnica Salve cured
This famous resort affords sumptuous accommodations at reasonable prices. The
market is about 2 cents lower than return for such handsome pay. "I me.
Equally good for Burns and all
Montezuma can conifortahlf provide for several hundred (ruonls.
I. as Vxrns Hot
It is to some extent a am not paid for what I do." was the aches and pains. Only 25c at all
Saturday's.
Pprlnrs Is oiii- - of the few roally satisfactory Kucky Mountain riwirts, ami has In
and
a
modern
t lie Moiilw.uma
coiiiMitrnt
and
lioHpllul,
nurses,
physicians
me
for
"The
natural reaction after four days of reply,
companies pay
ranch and hot houses, also parks and sdjavnt canyons that aru unrivalled In beauDruggists,
rlirht altitude, a perfect climate, attractive surround
ty. It has every eeiitll--Ui- o
adwancing prices. July wheat is at a the mistakes I avoid making."
f( r recreation.
Inirs, mndlclnal waters and aniplnopnortiinlty
The Ideal place for a
discount. It is still a broad and act
vacation outlnir- Further Information gladly furnished.
The Colorado river is overflowing
W. H HINTON, A. B M. D., Medical Director.
ive market. The weakness today
A Box of Old Coina Unearthed.
and the spectacle of the Grand Canyon W. E. TALBOT, Manager.
comes from Indifferent cables and fine
A box of old coins Bupposed to have of the Colorado running "from bluff
weather throughout the west and been burled y the Tories during the to bluff ' must be worth seeing.
nortwest. The latter section is hav- revolutionary period was recently un
ing sunshine and low temperatures, earthed by laborers working on one
Brutally Tortured.
"PLAZA
which are what la needed.
A case came to light that for perof the eastern railroads, but as the
!
The northwest has been a good sell- coins were about two centuries old sistent and unmerciful
torture has
PHARMACY"
er in this market today. The south they would: probably have no more perhaps never been equaled. Joe
west reports a good milling demand vale today than many of the remedies Goloblck of Colusa, Calif., writes:
M Dealers In H
liver and
and presume for cash stuff well main compounded for stomach,
bowel disorders. It Is therefore neces- "For 15 years I endured Insufferable
talned. The Indications still are that sary, if you want to recover your pain from Rheumatism and nothing
DRUGS, HEDICINES
CHEMICALS.
the early movement of the winter health, to be careful In the selection of relieved me though I tried everything
wheat crop will be slow. Particularly a medicine that will restore the appe known, came across Electric Bitters
head'
Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soaps, combs and brush,
of the Boft variety. There is no tite, purify the blood and cure
medicine on
ache, Indigestion, dyspepsia, const! pa and it's the greatest
m, perfumery, fancy and toilet articles and all goods usually
change In the general reports. Pa tion or liver and kidney troubles. You earth for that trouble. A few bottles
kept by druggists. Physicians' prescriptions carefully com
cific coast advices continue to Indi will make no mistake if you will try of it completely relieved and cured
Goods selected
pounded and all orders correctly answered.
cate a deficient crop and a late one. Hostetter's Stomach Bitters because me." Just as good for Liver and Kidwith great care and warranted as represented.
will
cure
these diseases,
positively
,We still feel that It Is unwise to look it
Hundreds of people have voluntarily ney troubles and general debility.
Las Vegas, New Mexico,
for profits on the short side. Stocks testified to this
fact during the past Only 60c. Satisfaction guaranteed by
are very light and are not likely to ac fifty years.
all Druggists.
e
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Our Pride's In
Our Printing.

i

Monuments

THE OPTIC

J33 ncoxsl

I

In marble and brown stone.
ah worn guaranteed.
Yards, corner Tenth street and
Oonglas avenue.
MILES SWEENEY, Prop.

Tent City, Oorontdo tlitarh, California.

-

Winters Drug Co.
and

rMHIIIMIIIIMIIMMIIMMMMHIIIIIMIIIIIHInT

I

Go West to the Ocean
California's summer Climate
finest
is

Cool Trip on the SoLnta
Surf-bathin-

g

ocean breezes

F.

snow-cappe-

d

in the world.

Sierras.

You can buy a combination round trip ticket to Coronado this summer Including rallrogj and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board an l lodging at Coronado
Tent City at wexy low price.
Tent City Is a popular Southern California summer seaside reeqrt.
Write for fall particulars about this delightful vacation trtp.
.

Atchison, Topeka
ft Santa rRy.

Q
Cailta

TT

li O

u.gEfc.M.

8

LAS VEGAS DAIL
A Farewell

f.lEADOW CITY HAPPENINGS

long-tim-

tiff:.":

'

'

'

'

''

...

Margarita Romero' Visited his bead
tiful, though desolated place at Porye-nl- r
yesterday.' Many are hoping that
this lovely spot will soon again bo
graced by a new building replacing
the one burned last spring.

against Pearson

Partly cloddy , with local showers
tonight and Tuesday, was4he weathor
prediction received here today. The
temperature as taken yesterday was
as follows: Maximum, 84; minimum,
64; precipitation, 0; mean humidity,
71.
i"
The opera house floor will bo put
la first class condition for the Military
band ball next Tuesday night The
band will play a select concert before
Ball tickets
dancing is commenced.
$100 per couple; spectators' tickets
25 cent each.

JI.

W. Keliy of
Kelly and Co. of

the firm of Gross,
Las Vegas, also a
member of the Gross A Richards
company of this city, arrived TuesJsy
Bornlng for a few days' visit In the
coining metropolis of New Mexico,
says the Tucumcarl Times.

Judge E. V, Long, who recently returned from a trip to Quay and Leon-

ard

. Wood

counties,

modestly
failed to report that be waa Fourth
of July orator at Tucumcarl.
The
Times chronicles the fact and says the
Judge's address waa a hammer.
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soon arrive.
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$3.50 to $5.00

mm

9.

$15.00

LOOK!!:

.

I

I

stamps free with
Waists from
In

Discount
Cent
50 Per
UNDERWEAR.
ALL MUSLIN
ON

$2.25 to $3.25

I2c

Wash Silks

$10.00
$1.25 to

at Actual Coat,
50c Drop'Stitch Hosiery, 25c

?

1

in stumps free witli

Waists from

$2 35

100
:

S

Red Trading Stamps With All Purchases.

I

BACHARACH BROS.

65c to $1.15
The largest assortment
town to select from.
Remember the dates
July 13th

.

Conductor E. B. Miller, who has
been in the hospital for several days
past undergoing an operation, was out
on the streets today looking as chirp
as a lark and feeling like a man who
owned a
portion of the

in

Oppomlto Oaatanoda Hotel

1

to 18th

W DROP IN WHEN AT THE DEPOT.

Weld's: The Plaza

MOW

good-size-

World.

Tfc

rwa-uJ-

ffi
I.

I
Misg-- U

Rosalie Clyde has made application
for divorce from her unfaithful
spouse In Leonard Wood county. The
couple were married on October 18th
1891, at Sprlngdale, Arkansas , and
the plaintiff alleges that ever since
their marriage the defendant has
treated her in a most cruel and In
human manner and has at times, ao
cording to her story, beaten her chil
dren over the head with a hatchet,
and she has been compelled to live
behind closed doors for weeks at
time In mortal tear of her life. She
asks for an absolute divorce and the
custody of the children, as well as
a division of the property.
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THE TIME TO GET INTO YOUR

i

Four Grades and Differ- ent Colors.

f

.ML.

Z

m&tMhiy bueinw

Ing of the Business Men's Protective
association of Las Vegas will be call
ed to order this evening promptly at
8 o'clock In the council roomB in the
city hall. The question box will be
a featuro of the meeting for tho bene
fit of members who wish to ascertain
the credit standing of certain custom
erg. Other business of importance
will come before this meeting, and
the presonce of all members is earn
cstly requested.

"

.ttJ. mQ

--

iOc a Yard

AN VImlatn

$2.00

$5.00

Coffell,

Lawns

39c a Yard

stamps free with
Waists from

iii

for the sum of f 0C7.42.

The mill of the Teoolote Copper
The
company is assuming shape.
building is well along, the engines
and ore crunhor are in place, and
by the 24th of the present month it
Is expected the first run will be made
Bueno.

If Not, Get Busy,

Are You Interested?

with any
Stamps
Shirt Waist from

QmQQq

We Ha.ve Them;
1

1

ran

1
Our line of Wash Suits for the little fellows is complete, and of the latest fabrics in Blouse suits. These
cost from

1

LOT,
LOT,
LOT.
LOT,

$2.50
S3.50
S4.50
S5.50

THE
THE
THE
THE

SUIT
SUIT
SUIT
SUIT

IF YOU SEE THEM YOU'LL WANT ONE ?

50c to $1.75 PER SUIT.
We are sole agents for the celebrated K. & E.
Waists and Blouses, They come in percales, madras,
and other fabrics. They are laundered and unlaunder-e- d
with collars attached ' C ftp 7Kn Ol flfl
and detached. .
3UU, IJU, OliUU

503 SIXTH STREET.

ITS

We have a full line of white embroidered SAILOR
BLOUSE WAISTS. Prices from

REICH Ol COMPANY.

$1.00 to $2.25.
TUP RIWiM
1 HI J
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Announcement Extraordinary!

MM
II

We have the pleasure to inform our friends and
patrons that we have just received the

V VJK7U

M, GREENBERGER.
HI I H

1

1

1 1 1 1

Famous Celebrated Sorosis Petticoats

H I II 1 1 II H 1 1 H MM I

IN BLACK ONLY.

SELL AT

p

e

ii f

nearly over, and we must make room
for our stock of winter goods which will

is

$25 Worth

--

n

-

Commencing' Jul' ltfth,
we will give

Gll-le- n

T. Q. Martin and wife, Wagon
Mound; R. H. Lester, Chicago; E. S.
Strong, New York; B. L.' Holley, La
Junta; E. L. 1 arson, Santa Fe; John
H. Culley, Wagon Mound ; C. Wioland,
Don't allow any one to steer you
Denver; W. P. Maddor, Ban Francis wrong. Go to "A Texas Steer" and
co; R. P. Scholz, 81. Louis,; are the you will get steered right. If you are
anxious for Information Inquire of the
latest arrivals at the Caataneda.
man In the box offlce. It won't cost
I The
young man who has been em you more than a dollar, and that is
ploy lug bis time pilfering hats and what ho Is there for. When the Bran- Nat bands at the Hut trick dances had der family arrives in
Washington the
bettor reform and return bis
whole city Is convulsed. Mlae Louise
gains as his Identity Is known and Reed as Bussy Is great, and you should
lie may soon be brought up with a not fall to see her when she makes
Jerk unless he does so. A word to the hor first entrance into Washington so
Ise is sufficient.
ciety. The costumes of her and Miss
BranUer" are worth the price of admis
The Rev. and Mrs. Chas. French sion alone. Get off
my foot and don't
will tender a reception to Bishop J.
stand on the grass unless you want
M. Kendricks tonight at the parson-sgto bo arrested. This Is no Josh.
church.
All
of the Episcopal
members of the congregation and tho
Those who love fine music and
many friends of the bishop are ear- those who are fond of
making the il
nestly requested to be present
llghtful trip to Ihe Montezuma on a
fine summer evening, will be delightWord has been received that the
ed to hear that the management has
In
a
will
few
re
cavalry boys
days
made
arsngemeuts for concerts twice
ceive their new equipment.
This
a week. The musicals will bo of tho
equipment consists of saddles, blank
ets and other pamp paraphernalia and highest order. Chev. Pletro Uuxzl
will have charge. He will be assisted
will be most gratefully received by
by Miss Laura Miller, the gifted conthe boys.
tralto, Prof. R. T. Blair, violinist and
In the rasa of the Florsheim Mercan- tenor, Mrs. Gillies and other local
tile company of Springer against John musicians of ability. The first conPearson judgment has been rendered cert will be given at the springs toThe first car will
In fsvor of tho plaintiff for the sum morrow evening.
of 1578.87 loaned the defendant on a leave the city at 6:20. Cars will be
run st half hour Intervals. The secpromissory note.
ond concert will be given Thursday
Regular meoting of the east side evening. Admission Is free. A more
lire department tonight and every delightful pastime for an eyenlng
member Is urged to be present, as than a trip to the delightful resort,
business of Importance will coma up line musicals and ft return in the
for discussion.
cool of the evening can't be Imagined.

tuna

i

ONE WEEK ONLY

the accommodating
and most pleasant salesman at Jas
A. Kick's, made a trip to the country
yesterday and came in contact with a
severe cold, so was laid up on the
recreatlou list today.
C.

The Good Old
Summer Time

t

-

J

on a promissory note
been rendered In favor

-

Adolfo Jaramlllo and Frank Delga-do- ,
two former Las Vegas boys, are
low engaged In the livery business
at Manila In the Philippines, according to business cards which tbey have
forwarded to frienda In this city.

iff

of the First National

In the eult
bank of Raton
to recover
Judgment has
of tlie plaintiff

e

;

f

The Hebrew Ladles Sewing society
will meet at Mrs. Myer Frlodman'i
Tuesday, July 14th, at 2:30 p. m.

?

eeml-annu-

P

gold-cane-

,

Don Juan Cilraaco Maestas, adminis
Col. R, R. Thornton, who built tho
of the estate of the late J. R
first street car that ever run In Las
Maestas, made his
report
to the probate court today, which was Vegas, has been arrested In Point
Richmond, Calif,, charged with at
approved by that honorable body.
tempting to murder Frank Puree!!.
In the attachment eult In Colfax purcell was hot from ambush, but
county of Oeo. 8. Qood ft Co., against pot fatally woundej. The cause of
W. B. Dupree to recover 11,700 due the shooting Is unknown. There Is a
on contract work.'"' Judgment has Strong circumstantial case against
been rendered In favor of the plain- Col. Thornton.

e

ment.
However, he was not allowed to depart without a suitable souvenir from
his companions In the store. A handsome,
watch.engraved with
his monogram, was handed to him on
departing accompanied by many sincere good wishes and regrets.
Fourteen years ago "johnnie" Ellsworth' came Into the Ilfeld offlce as a
boy and, with but one Interval of absence, he has served In various capac
itlos until this time. Ever courteous,
kindly and obliging his friends In au't
out of the house have numbered bis
entire acquaintance. At tho same
time tne noy nits developed into a
business man of ability, and promise
who is recognized as ne of the best
department men in the trade of tho
city.
Mr. Ellsworth today took up work
in M. Greenberger's Boston clothing
house, where his field Is possibly larger than on tho other side of the river,
That his success here In the future
will equal what it has been In the
past Is quite assured.

(

trator

at llfeld'e.
at closing time

in
Saturday night
the big store on the plaza John D.
and faithful
Ellsworth, a
employe of the house, said "good-byeto associates of years and terminated
bis connection with the establish-

It has been suggested that the docA mu in Albuquerque sty:
tors and lawyers of the city form
If I hd a house of Ice
themselves into a company, now that
, In the frigid ton.
Ice cream freezers In each room, the baseball question ha? been settled,
and give a minstrel performance, the
Chilled air through It blown,
proeedg of the said show to go towards
Ice cold water for my both.
furnishing a room In the proposed
Cooler by my side,
Carnegie library or some worthy
in cold cash,
. Million' dollars
There la an abundance of
charity.
I'd bo satisfied.
talent among the members of the medical and legal fraternity of the city
The plunge at the springs was
ho doubt ft performance could
and
Jtttronlied yesterday.
bo given that would equal anything
seen on the boards heri for some tlmo
The electric line to the Springs is
past ;
.,
bordered with wild flowers In gay
The two gentlemen of color who
The Two Sisters are registered at left the Hand ranch by the dark of
moon the other night, taking sevthe El Dorado. Wonder if they are the
eral articles of value with them and
orphans?
who were captured in Albuquerque,
Geo. T. Money and Jos. Matt dlued were brought back to this city by
together yesterday In the Montezu- Marshal Curtrigbt yesterday morning,
and as they promised to bo good and
ma's grand hall.
stay and work out the cost of what
Thus. Harrison has been granted a they got away with, they were allow
divorce from'hls' wife, Harbarlta, and ed to depart for the ranch, where
Is consequently happy.
they will atone for their crime by
laboring hard and faithfully In an en
:
Pat Nolan's Jersey cow strayed deavor to square up accounts.
from the herd Saturday and he offers
a reward for her return.
An Enterprise of Promise,
The Romero Drug company manu
L. W. Kell, Le Hoy; T. M. Tina,
factures a medicine known as La San
Emilia OrtM; Mother the late arrlv
adora, which they have been putting
Wwllns'
housed
als at the
up both here and at El Paso, have
The Ladles Belief wctetjr will hold now decided to concentrate their bust
its regular monthly meeting tomorrow ness at Las Vegas, They will Install
a laboratory and offices In the Plaza
at 2; 30 p. m. at the Home.
and will do their extensive advertising
Wells, Fargo A Co,, haTe opened up from this point. There are great pos
sew office at Moriarty, one of the sibllitles of extension in a proposition
thriving towns on the Dawson branch of the kind and it is fortunate that
this city has been selected as tho cen
Invitations are out for a card party ter for Us development.
which takes place at the residence of
Miss Jessie Weld's f tomorrow night.
There was a mont lmnrHnlv nml
ieautiful service at St. Paul's EpiscoThe election naaed off very quietly
pal church yesterday morning, Aftor
on the west aide today. The probate an alilo sermon
by Ilishon J, Mills
court was In session, desplto '.. the Kemlrick of Phoenix,
Ari., the folan
fact that
election was being held
lowing young ladies were confirmed :
Misses Alice Smith, Mildred Browne,
Frank Chaves, an. expert Interpre- tJollle
Jones, Dora Hobbs and Marter, typewriter anj ' translator, has
The musical
Cunningham.
guerite
been appointed notary public and has
of the service was unusually
taken up quarter In the office of Long part
fine. This evening at the roctory a
ft Fort.
reception for Bishop Kendrlck will bo
Miss Anita Ma.rquex and Jose D. held.
While at this writing the voting on
Crespln, both of Hot Springs, were
married at the West Side Catholic the question of the incorporation of
church this morning and will live hap- t,ho west side has not been finished,
it is safe to say that Incorporation will
pily ever after. ,
Carry by a considerable
majority.
Louis C. Ilfeld came up from the There was no active work at the polls
In oiiBoalUoji,Jk- - i 'f.lock 32a votus
a few days among relativos here. His nau been cast, and it was thought alfamily is pending the summer at most every one was in favor of the In
Santa Crux, Calif.
corporation Idea. It is thought that
loss than 400 ballots in all will be de
Chris WerU has been appointed to posited.
the position of clerk in the office Of
the Western Union telegraph comTom Messier of tho local bridge
pany. This la a new position which crew may acquire a reputation as a
has just been created.
high diver. Ho has to his credit as a
starter a star plunge from a bridge
were down to hard ground, some twenty-livThe telephone wire
feet
this side of the springs last night, bolow. He got off with a bruised head
and belated traveler were much
and a somewhat painfully lacerated
by .running into them, as arm. Ho Is In the Santa Fe hospital
across
road.
the
the lay directly
but won't be kept there long.
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$1.25,

CACH petticoat has a coupon attached to it which
U J euuues you w a
"

Sorosis Pattern

everyday!

We furnish the latest Illustrated Fashion
Plates. These Petticoats are truly "beauties" and
Free.

Oreen Vegetables
Country Eggs

salt nn slirtit.

ARBAGE CANS are required
by law. We will make to order any size wanted.
Shop
corner Grand and Douglas
avenue. HENRY A SUNDT.
"Vegas 'Phone 109.

Bridge Street
Hardware Store
76 Vcj

L.W. ILFELD, Proprietor

v

mnniifanf riparl In ftta mnaf

which sell

AT

Riniup

nr.

Tlinv

scientific way; are a perfect fit and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. Also received a new line of

Screen fpAPEN'sJ

Doors

$1.50, $2.0O, $2. GO, $3 00.

I

v uui.u mumuiuum mini ui

$1.00, $2.00,

$:.00,

at

$3.BO,

$4, $

and $

which starts tomorrow we intend
to make a great
success. Great re- diictious in nil departments will be made and this sale will con- tinue until At OUST 1st. It would be impossible to enumerate
MPERIAL RESTAURANT is the every item, but it will pay you to come and examine our GREAT
favorite dining place of our best BARGAINS and supply yourselves.

OUR JULY CLEARING SALE

people those who enjoy good
cooking and good service.

603

Railroad avenue.
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